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Credit union set to open off campus
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Al 10 a.m. today, six months of
frustration for organizers of the Washington Square Federal Credit Union will
come to a temporary end.
Today, the credit union
situated
in the University Club at Eighth and San
Salvador streets is scheduled to open.
But neither Mike McLennan, chairman of the credit union and Associated

Students president elect. nor Nigel Murtagh, president of the credit union, are
looking at the University Club as a permanent solution.
Both indicated at Monday’s meeting of the credit union board of directors
that the University Club will be a temporary home, rented on a month-to-month
basis for a fee of S230.
"It will help establish a credit union
on campus," McLennan said. "It will

show that it can survive as a long-term
venture."
Their main hope, as it has been
since the National Credit Union Administration approved the WSFCU’s charter
in October, is to open the credit union on
campus in the A.S. Business Office.
However, that aspiration has apparently been set hack by Mayer Chapman,
California State University general counsel and John Hills aid (’St chicl of aux-

iliary business sers ices. SIcl.ennan said
McLennan said he became aware of
this information secondhand from Jean
Lenart, an administrator in the A.S.
business office. Lenart said she spoke on
April 8 to John Francis. chief of auxiliary organizations. who said he had spoken to Hillyard about the WSFCU.
A formal letter explaining why the
credit union is not being allowed to open
in the business office has not set been re

ceised. said SJSU President Gail Fullerton Tuesday.
"We’ve only heard that John Hill
yard has written a letter listing options
for the credit union to open." he said
Fullerton said the main reason is the
credit union does not meet a 1973 board
of trustees resolution which states that
banking services on campus must serve
evet)one.
See CREDIT. Nee r,
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Spartan City
residents sue
CSU, SJSU

Brad Mangin Daily staff photographer
Disabled artist I.ea Ventura admires her monoprint titled ’Desert \loon’ Wednesday at the Disability Awareness Day art display .

Students spread (dis)ability awareness
By Elisha Arnonc
Daily staff writer
(Dis)Abilits Awarenc,, .I.iy kicked oft yesterday with a variety of booths net up in the Art Quad
displaying hearing devices tor the deaf, job opportunity information and artwork by the disabled.
The displays were set up to inform the disabled,
as well as to educate the campus and community
about the abilities of the disabled. said Donna Ellis,
adviser to disabled students.
Making a special appearance was Ronald McDonald, who handed out free soft drinks.
"We came out to show our support for the disabled," he said.
"McDonald’s has a McJob program for the
They’re some of our hest employhandicapped
ees." he said
trom the San Jose iii school
Disabled ci
Creativity l.rnliiiuit. ,ime to campus wiii their

work. Some artists from the school has e
I.. .1,played in San Jose Mayor Tom McEnerysiti.c
The art school students arc either mentally,
physically or developmentally disabled. said Dianna
Efthimos, a senior in recreation therapy who is interning at Creativity Unlimited
The artists’ disabilities vary from people from
Agnews Developmental Center, who are schizophrenic, to those with minor ones, she said.
"What they put on paper can tell you what they
think or feel," she said.
One woman, Lea Ventura. who was in a wheelchair, explained why she likes painting. "It gives me
a sense of independence and control. I can say I
want this color for the sky and that one for the
sun. I feel good when I have sole control. she said
Other paintings of landscapes, face masks and
colorful designs will he on sale. Prices range (him

S50 to S100. Efthimos said.
Devices to help the deaf hear a baby cry. a
phone ring and television programs were displayed
by the Community Education Ikpartnient.
Steve McInerney. a representative from the
agency who is also deaf, explained the products
through sign language.
A sonic alert is set up by the baby’s crib and
when the infant begins crying, a light flashes for the
deaf person to see, he said. The flashing light sy stem
also shows when the doorbell or the phone rings.
In addition, a special phone device, which the
phone company provides five to the deaf, allows
them to type messages and call all over the world
with the system.
To help the disabled with their exercise needs.
the Sunnyvale Parks and Recreation Department offered recreation programs and referral services.

By Paige C. Berge!
Daily staff writer
Spartan City Families Association
filed a class action suit against the CSU
hoard of trustees and SJSU President
Gail Fullerton Wednesday.
Details of the suit were announced
at a news conference Wednesday at
Spartan City, where banners proclaiming
"We won’t move," and "Save family
housing at SJSU." hung from a window.
The association alleges the Trustees
of the California State University and
Fullerton have discriminated against students with children, minorities and single mother students.
The complaint also alleges:
, Closing the last CSU "family
student housing, denying students with
families access to other suitable housing
units, violates plaintiffs’ rights under the
equal protection clause of the California
Constitution" and that this deprives the
plaintiffs of their fundamental rights

under this law .
, Plaintiffs were denied their due
process and equal protection rights when
SJSI.! denied access to student housing to
married students and students with children on the basis of that policy
, The unisersity violated its contract. Spartan C’ity residents and students
on the waiting list base kept all conditions of the contract and claim SJSU has
broken their agreement to provide this
housing for five years.
The CSL’ rule of no children in
housing facilities such as Spartan Village, when the facility can reasonably
house children, is unlawful and discriminatory.
The plaintiffs are seeking an injunction preventing SJSU from terminating
the five-year lease they say was guaranteed to all Spartan City residents upon
entrance into Spartan City between the
See LAWSUIT, page 6

Student Union chair
relinquishes position
By Victor Manuel Inzunza
Daily staff writer
Marcus Aiu resigned his post as
chairman of Student Union Board of Directors Tuesday, and announced Vice
Chairwoman Susan Chargin as his successor.
Aiu will remain on SUBOD as vice
chair, switching duties with Chargin.
The primary reason for his resignation from the SUBOD was to allow himself more time to devote to studies, he
said.

"I’m at the part of my life where
I’m assessing priorities, Aiu told the
directors, "and I’ve finally figured out
that school is pretty important."
An electrical engineering major,
Aiu has chaired SUBOD since September.
He also served as chairman of the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center committee and he is involved in
the national honor society. Tau Delta
Phi, he said. Aiu is also the Associated
See RESIGN. page 6

Former A.S. consultant donates seed money for Ninth Street landscaping
By Victor Manuel Imuma
Daily staff writer
Former A.S. consultant Paul Sonneman has donated SI MOO to the Student
Union Board of Directors for the landscaping of Ninth Street near Student
Union facilities.
The money is the amount Sonneman was paid for his work representing
the Associated Students in its pursuit of.

the San Carlos Street closure last semester.
"The money is seed money. it you
will, to let people like (President) Gail
Fullerton, (Executive Vice President J.)
Handel Evans and facilities planning understand that landscaping is important to
students."
Sonneman said landscaping of
Ninth Street would show a commitment

AIDS flyer
distributed
By 11)eborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
By now, most everybody on campus has received his computer-assisted registration form for
neat fall. That means they’ve also received a
pamphlet about acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
In an effort to make everyone at SJSU aware
of the virus. Student Health Service and Admissions and Records worked closely to put the two
mailings in one envelope
"We wanted to put an AIDS pamphlet in
every student’s hands, and this was the best way
to do it." said Dr. Robert Latta, associate director
of Student Health Service.
Latta is also in charge of the AIDS Education
Committee, which bought the pamphlets for distrubution on this campus.
The pamphlet is called "AIDS Lifeline." It
was printed in cooperation with the San Francisco
AIDS Foundation and KPIX-TV, San Francisco.
See AIDS, page 6

to the eventual closing of San Carlos
Street.
"This is my way to help that effort." Sonneinan said.
"I feet very strongly about the
whole issue of the closure of San Carlos
Street."
Sonneman was hired by the A.S. in
November to help with efforts to downgrade East San Carlos Street from a

major collector, a thoroughfare --- carrying city traffic between neighbor.
hoods
to a neighborhood street.
which carries traffic within neighborhoods.
Downgrading would have been the
first step in closing the street.
The San Jose City Council voted in
November to defer the request until
1990.

In the decision to defer the issue.
Councilwoman Susan Hammer told the
university it should not ask for the downgrade until it did something about Seventh and Ninth streets, and that the university should fund a landscaping
project.
Seventh and Ninth streets are scheduled to be landscaped in connection with
See GIfT, page 6

’This is my way to
help that effort.’
Paul Sonneman,
former ii.S.consultant

California Assembly names SJSU professor
’Woman of the Year’ for San Jose district
Its %nine SI. Belt
Daily staff writer
Wiggsy Sivertsen, SJSU professor of
Counseling Services, was among the first group
ever to he named Woman of the Year
women
of
by the California Assembly.
Sivertsen received her award along with
119 fellow recipients in the California State Legislature in Sacramento last month. She was chosen as Woman of the Year for the 23rd Assembly District by San Jose Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos.
The honors resulted from a recent resolution passed by the Legislature to acknowledge
outstanding contributions of women in California.
"I was stunned." Sivensen said. "It was
not something I expected.
Sivertsen was discussing Women’s History
Month with legislative Aide Scott Strickland
when Strickland told her she was chosen for the

.1,Aard.
Scott was telling me John tVasconcellost
wanted to choose somebody as Woman of the
Year. so I was thinking of who would he a good
choice." Sivertsen said. ’’Then he told me I was
chosen."
Leadership in the women’s movement and
longstanding service to the community were the
two reasons Vasconcellos chose Sivertsen. said
Scott Strickland, administrative assistant to Vasconcellos.
Siverisen’s most recent work concerning
the troubled relations between police and the gay
and lesbian community was especially important. Strickland said.
Sivertsen convinced the San Jose City
Council to approve a class for police officers
about the gay and lesbian sommunity. She designed and taught the class herself.
She serves on the board of directors for
Aris, an organization providing emotional and

practical support for victims of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome and their families, and also
works with the Santa Clara County AIDS Task
Force.
Sivertsen is a commission member of the
San Jose Affirmative Action Group and President of the Gay and Lesbian Political Action
Group.
"I was certainly touched and honored by
the award," she said.
"I don’t think I was chosen because I am a
lesbian, but in spite of it." Sivertsen said. "And
that, in this town, is a new occurancc."
Sivertsen said she feels the award "also
honored my brothers and sisters in the community "
Asked what thoughts she had to offer the
university community as Woman of the Year,
ally staff photographer
rt to
Sivertsen said, "Service to the community that
goes above and beyond the job one gets paid for professor wispy shares’s, named
is very important.
"WOM11otthe Year" by state Amenably.
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Editorial

UPD needs public information officer
n today’s society, crime is not uncommon
I on college campuses especially those located in the heart of a large city.
At SJSU, crimes of both major and minor
concern occur every day and are handled almost exclusively by the University Police Department.
Although UPD has proven to be a very efficient institution, there is a major flaw in its
operation lack of information to the public.
This is not to say the UPD is deliberately
holding back information. Chief Lew Schatz
has made every effort to acquaint the public
with the various misdeeds happening around
the campus and college community. He has
also been a very reliable source for the press.
But Schatz is a busy man and is not always
readily available for information.
Recently, public information relating to
crimes and safety has been scarce. Some of the
most serious types of offenses have gone unreported or unnoticed.
The logical solution to this problem is for
the UPD to reinstate an information officer or
media spokesman who can provide detailed
crime reports and updated safety conditions.
These updates could be released around campus or at least relayed to the Spartan Daily for
publication. With this type of operation those
on or around SJSU will be well-informed.

The position of public information officer
was last held by Russ Lunsford who last spring
became ill and had to leave his job. Since then
he has not been replaced. Lunsford was the
man to see when questions arose.
If the university would like to have its police department operate at full capacity, it
should find a person to fill this space immediately. Students, faculty, staff and visitors at
SJSU should have knowledge of any unsafe or
unusual happenings around the area. And the
information officer will provide that knowledge.
However, if the UPD lacks resources to
adequately replace Lunsford, the administration should step in and provide the needed
funds. The public has a right to be informed,
and UPD has a responsibility to keep students
informed.
If SJSU is going to maintain a full time
police force, it should be done right and with
proper funding. As a California police force.
UPD’s jurisdiction includes the entire state, but
it concentrates on SJSU and the surrounding
community. UPD’s presence is important not
only to those of us on campus, but also to those
who live in the area around the university.
Those residents need to know the ,iatus of
safety around their homes.

U.S. should subsidize study abroad
More than 14,000 Chinese students are attending U.S
universities. Many of them are awarded government aid or
fellowships to make their schooling possible.
Beijing actively encourages foreign study to increase its
grasp of Western technology.
The United States on the other hand hardly offers enough
government support to study at home.
Because of its cultural chauvinism, the United States does
not believe it has anything to learn from other cultures. Foreigners seeking a U.S. education fill Americans with pride. Its
a symbol of continued U.S. world superiority, a naively selfserving myth.
Al the same time foreign students
are looked at with distrust and suspicion, in part as a result of our lack of
knowledge of other cultures and their motives.
By becoming fluent in English and spending time living in
our culture, the Chinese. as many other foreign groups, learn
how the United States ticks. This knowledge gives them the advantage in every sector -- business, politics, government and
science.
Even before they have arrived in the United States, these
students have a working knowledge of English. In fact, China
has the world’s largest population of English speakers.
Americans are right to he proud of their country’s educational system which has produced minds capable of developing
the technology for such an awe-inspiring feat as putting man on
the imam.
However. American pride will inevitably precede its fall
unless steps are taken to encourage and support both study
abroad by its own citizens and foreign language instruction in
schools.
The Chinese are not alone in subsidizing foreign education
of its students. Many underdeveloped countries regularly subsidize their best and brightest and, in many. English is an academic requirement.
These countries are adding the best of our culture to their
own and using this improved hybrid to elevate themselves economically, politically and strategically.
It is dangerously self-deluding to believe that improvement can only come from within Perhaps if America
studied Japanese management methods. the United States.
Japan trade deficit would not be S58 billion.
Insight into a culture cannot be gained through two-week
vacations visiting monuments. Only by living with a people
and speaking their language can one even begin to recognize
national characteristics, manners and mores. To grasp the subtleties requires years of close study.
One factor in the $170 billion U.S. foreign trade deficit

Viewpoint
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Letters to the Editor
Stephanie M.
Nichols

has been America’s failure to compete effectively in foreign
markets. America owes its ineffectiveness in those markets to
cultural ignorance.
To understand a market it is necessary to understand the
people who comprise that market. An American marketing approach many times may not only misses its mark, but also may
offend native sensibilities either from ignorance of acceptable
advertising practices or ignorance of the language.
The classic marketing gaffe was Chevrolet’s aborted effort
to sell its Nova model in Mexico. In Spanish "No va" means
"it doesn’t go." It would he a formidable task indeed to sell a
line of cars which promises the buyer to get them nowhere fast.
When American reporters find themselves the "stranger
in a strange land they ck:sperately cling to the first Englishspeaking person they can find. In doing so they automatically
limit themselves.
Most foreigners who speak English are upper-class and do
not necessarily represent a complete picture of that country.
The only exception to this are taxicab drivers who, because of their English-speaking ability gained by ferrying tourists. are a common "informed source" for reporters.
Foreign reporters are at the mercy of their interpreters and
fall prey to manipulation by political groups who deliberately
learn English for public relations reasons.
The stories filed cannot hope to be comprehensive reports
of the events that are covered, nor can they hope to adequately
analyze a political situation.
To make money one has to spend money. Ask any businessman. To remain competitive. the United States must make
an investment in its future.
Americans should be required to fulfill a foreign language
requirement beginnning in elementary school at an age when
language acquisition is easiest.
In addition, the federal government should assist foreign
study on a massive scale, through all types of financial aid:
scholarships. grants, loans and fellowships.
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The Spartan l),,l iiioarage.v readers to write letters to
the editor. All lasers must hear the writer s name, major.
phone number and class levet Phone numbers and anon ymous
letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the secotulfloor of
Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the information i.enter in the Student
U
.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
fibel, length. taste and clarity

Let students know about events early
Editor,
Overall, the Spartatopaily is an interesting and humorous
newspaper, but I have a suggestion. I’ve noticed that in Sparta’
guide you publicize events and meetings the day they are supposed to happen. Is there any way you can publicize a day or
two in advance’? It would probably induce more students to attend an event or meeting. I find it hard to attend some of these
because of the short notice given. By letting us know about
them earlier. you could help people like myself plan ahead.
Norma Zamora
Freshman
Social Work

Learning program needs coverage
Editor.
I often read the Spartan Daily and find it very interesting.
However, there is one topic you haven’t covered: the Intensive
Learning Experience, which is an instructional program for students who have weaknesses in English and mathmatics.
In the past I have seen a number of English. and non-English speakers take the writing courses at community colleges
because they find university-level writing courses too difficult.
When they are required to take the entrance examination for the
upper-division English course, they fail. And therefore, they
have to retake the course at the university level. I learned this
from former students, and that’s why I participated in the 11.1’.
program. Students should not have to waste time retaking
classes when the ILE program is available. Why not anticipate’?
Why not take the ILL courses to master English skills’?
A lot of students on this campus still don’t know how sev
eral programs like the II.E program benefit them. Therefore, I
feel that it’s crucial to have a small section an article or
two in the Daily to discuss these SJSU programs.
Etna Is
Freshman
Engineering

Media not filling communication gap
Editor.
In response to the article "House Overrides 65 MPH
Veto," I would like to know why President Reagan vetoed the
bill, and why Congress felt compelled to override it’?
I believe Reagan and Congress each have reasons for their
actions, yet the article doesn’t mention them. I see this as a
huge communication
major problem in the United States
gap exists between the government and the people Generally,
we would expect the media to fill this gap. hut this is not the
case.
As soon as I know why this duty is not being fulfilled. I
will be sharing my ideas with other students at SJSU.
(’hho Ung
Freshman
Business Management

We’re still waiting for Outspoken
Editor.
Recently. a friend showed tic a clip 01 an article about
funding for a certain student magazine. There was a quote by
Marlene Godwin II don’t have the clip and can’t remember the
exact wording) in response to a charge by John Bliss that the
supporters of Outspoken were invisible. Godwin’s quote assured us that in the next few weeks we were going to sec just
how visible Outspoken% staff is. That was a while ago.
My eyes arc indeed strained -- not because I have seen
the glory of the coming of Marlene!: load, but because my eyes
need lobe pried open to watch how visible Outspoken is.
I’ve heard the echoes of this war. I’ve heard the drum roll
announcing the advancement of this revolutionary journal; yet
no sign of the troops We’re waiting!
The only other thing I’ve seen is another article in thc
Daily announcing that the A.S. has had enough of Outspoken’s
pleas for a monetary life preserver. For the final time. Godwin
is left empty-handed.
I’d bother to cry, but my eyes can only afford dryness.
They’ve been open far to long anticipating Outspoken finally
coming out and speaking.
Jeff I. liarto
reshman
Xdscrtising

Sue
Kiyabu

Good day, sunshine
White wouldn’t make it 10.i a supreme beauty
Snow
in the 80%. Malibu Barbie fits the image better.
liarthe’s got a tan she looks healthier.
I he health-conscious decade his been marketed to
believe a golden tan is a sheath covering a healthy body.
But it’s a cosmetic facade that will result in severe damage to the skin and very possiblv skin cancer. A healthy
tan is an oxymoron.
However, every summer millions still uncover their
healthy, or unhealthy bodies in worship of the fiery ball
of gas. And with the advent of the tanning salon, the ritual of worshiping the sun has been made into a yearround process.
Milll V. ho worship in the coffin-like tubes claim
the light bulbs are "no more damaging than the sun."
But the sun is severls damaging. And by making it a
year-round process and in a sense, erasing the natural
onset of the summer solstice. tanning salons have increased the available exposure by four times.
Vicky Knowles. manager of Tan City in San Jose,
said the salon receives as many as 200 people a day.
"Savage" tanners conic in every day hut it’s only necessary to lie in the light bed two to three times a week,
she said.
ople who use tanning salons every day are
usually body-builders or "health freaks." people
who are real conscious of their looks and health,
she said.
To he a bronzed god or goddess, you must possess
sonic mortal dollars. Salons are not cheap. To keep the
golden look, costs range between $30 and $40 a month.
some with maintenance fees paid with every visit.
But what do Californians need with tanning salons’?
The sun shines at least HO percent of the time yearround. The risk to ilangerous levels of ultraviolet rays is
indigenous to the state. Nine-to-fivers have the weekends, if having a tan is that important.
Knowles attibutcs the popularity in tanning salons
to competitiveness in Californians. She said they have it
in their nature to want to be more tan.
Cataracts in the eyes, precancerous lesions and allergic reactions are just some of the physical blemishes
which can occur from getting too much sun. Reports of
skin cancer have tripled in the past 20 years and new
studies are still proving too much exposure to ultraviolet
rays dramatically increases the chances of skin cancer.

p.

Ultraviolet rays are emitted in essentially two
waves, UVA (ultraviolet A) and UVB (ultraviolet II). The older sunlamps emit UVBs and the
newer bulbs of light expend waves of UVAs.
C. David Lytle, an official with the Federal Drug
Administration, stated that when mice were exposed to
UVA rays. comparable to those used in tanning salons,
they showed an increased rate of mutation from the UVB
rays.
A spokesman from Eurotan of California. a company which sells tanning beds to the seven Western
states and Hawaii. of all places, claims tanning salons
are safer than the sun because it’s controlled tanning.
’Twenty-four thousand watts of tanning.’’ The
bulbs in the Eurotan beds contain only one-third of I
percent UVA rays, while the sun emits 5 percent to 9
percent. It sounds like a lot of numbers adding up to the
same amount of damage for a little vanity. And it’s the
repeated abuse to the skin which is going do the longterm damage.
To keep a Eurotan. it only lakes one 30-minute session every week. she said. It’s different than the Wolff
system. one of the most popular, which takes 2-3 sessions a week to maintain a golden color. The Silver Sitenum System takes about the same amount of visits per
week.
Although the systems are all different, they can accomplish the same purpose. They can all damage your
skin permanently for a price. It seems like an awful lot to
change your pigment cells. But maybe I’ve been sitting
in the sun too long
Sue Kiy atm is thc assistant news editor. She
spent too much time in the sun as a kid which burned
portions of her retinas and non, has a difficult time
drising at night.
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Environmental issues presented
at Earth Day in Art Quad today
By Annie M. Belt
Daily stan wraer
People a ho buy bottled water in supermarkets to avoid drinking toxins
shouldn’t bother.
Tap water is a better bet, said Maureen Phillips. director of the SJSU Environmental Resource Center.
Bottled w ater is a "seam," she
said. "At least the city tests tap water
nobody tests bottled water. It’s completely unregulated."
This is but one example of the many
kinds of environmental information
available -- from the practical and everyday to the odd and unusual at the
15th Annual SJSU Earth Day fair.
At least IX organizations are setting
up displays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today
and Friday in the Art Quad.
Among the confirmed displays include an all -electric auto, a meter calculating the second -by -second net growth
of the world population, and several
stuffed birds from the San Francisco Bay
National Wildlife Refuge.
Information detailing earthquake
hazards, soil stabilization, organic farming. and smog and water contamination
levels in the Santa Clara Valley will also
be available.

Earth Day is in observation of national Earth Week. The fair is co-sponsored by the Associated Students and the
Environmental Resource Center.
(env ointment:ill
"People
have
questions they come across every day,"
Phillips said. "You drink a glass of
water, for example, and you’re concerned about toxins, but you don’t really
know what you can do about it "
People can bring their questions to
Earth Day and get answers. Phillips said.
Most of the time. people are too
busy to pursue such information on their
ow n, she said.
"What we’re doing is bringing together a lot of organizations in one place
so that questions people have thought of
over time, they can have answered."
Phillips said.
Folk guitarist .Ifownes Van Zandt is
scheduled to perform from noon to I
p.m. in the Student Union Amphitheater.
Ted Smith of the Santa Clara
County Toxic Coalition is scheduled to
follow with a speech beginning at 1 p.m.
in the amphitheater.
Although environmentalism is not
the popular cause it was in the 1970s, the
issues raised then have not lessened
along with the popularity of the cause,

said Martha Marquez, a volunteer with
the center
Earth Day is intended to make people "aware that the problems arc still
here and were still working on them,"
Marquez said.
Coming up with solutions to environmental issues "takes everybody’s
help, not just the scientists’ and the technologists’
she said
In the lOitOs, science and corporations are more aware of env ifinintental
issues. Marquez said.
"But we need everybody to help,"
she added.
"For centuries people always
thought they could just use something
and then throw it out the back door or
move 10 feet." Phillips said. "We can’t
too many
do that anymore there are
of us. We have to start understanding
how to work with natural systems."
"By just abusing (the environment)
and not paying any attention to fit) we
are creating a hostile environment for
ourselves." Phillips said. "If we don’t
start paying attention to this we’ll just be
like another species that came and
went because
the
environment
changed and the species couldn’t adapt
to it.’

Students benefit from business banquet
By Rosa Tong
Deily staff writer
For the last 2)( years. the School ot Business Awards
Banquet has provided a network forum for students. faculty . and the local business community.
Each spring at this event. outstanding students and faculty have been honored. said Ginni Lehacqz, alumni relations director of the School of Business Alumni Association.
This year, the Business Alumni Association and the
Executive Council of Business Students are hosting the 29th
Annual awards banquet on April 30 at the San Jose Hyatt
Hotel.
Peter Giles. president of the Technology Center of Silicon Valley. vs ill he the guest speaker at the dinner.
Ron James, president of the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce, will emcee the awards ceremony.
The business community has a growing awareness of
SJSU business students and their resources. James said.
’Business students graduate and remain in the area and
continue to be a resource," he said.
Among the 500 people expected at the event. 300 are
corporate professionals, Lehricqz said.
Corporate executives from more than 25 companies
will he at this year’s gathering for the presentation of 22
awards from the School of Business. Lehacqz said.
About 100 students are expected to attend the banquet.

said Lethiew, hut she hopes at least 150 students will come.
"I think this is a nice opportunity for students, and this
is the first year they can select who to sit with."
On the iickct receipt, students choose three companies
they la 01111.1 like to network with. At the banquet they will he
seated 1A oh a representative from one of the companies.
his is great for graduating seniors. It’s really advantageous." said Kristen Ahey.. president of the Executive
Council of Business Students.
’The banquet is also a time for freshmen and sophomores to get to know more about the school and the clubs said Lebacqz. "I encourage the younger students to conic
Despite the publicity coordinated by the council. "I’m
not sure the students are quite clear what the spring banquet
is,’* Abcy said.
The banquet raises funds for the School of Business.
Lebacqz said. Profits are used for purchasing equipment,
hiring faculty, developing curriculum and research.
In the past, the dinner raised about 14).01a) to 57,000.
’’This year, we hope to raise $20.(1(X). Lebacqz said.
Thc banquet is mostly subsidized by donations and
tickets purchased by companies in the valley Corporate
representatives pay 5100 for tickets and faculty pay 525.
Tickets for students cost $12. They will be on sale at
the bottom floor of the Business Classrooms building until 2
p.m. Friday.

Three university police officers receive
bravery awards for action during fire
SJSU President Gail Fullerton presented citations to three University Police Department officers April 20, which
commended their "life saving actions"
at a San Jose fire.
UP!) officers Gabriel Escobedo,
Bryan Garrett and Robert Noriega were
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honored at a Faculty Senate meeting,
The California Attorney General
John Van de Kamp presented awards of
valor to Escobcdo. Garrett and Noriega
at a dinner in Oakland earlier this month
Van de Kamp presents about 20
valor awards to peace officers each year.
said Tom Paine, manager of field WINices for the state Department of Justice,
This is the first time SJSU police officers have received the vain; award,
Paine said,
Schatz nominated the officers for
the awards after their actions were corm
mended by both the daughter of two of
the people rescued and San Jose Fire Deparonent Chief Robert E. shy. .
The officers entered a burning
building Jan. 19 at 898 S. Seventh St.
and rescued three elderly people who
were "disoriented from smoke inhale-

lion.’’ said UPDChict 1 cvv Schatz.
Officer Escobedo said he didn’t
hesitate to enter the burning building.
"It’s instinct." he said. "You’re
either going logo in or you’re not.
"It’s not like we huddled to decide
if we should go in."
Schatz said, "Many times what
separates the officer with this kind of an
award from the officer without it, is the
pure chance of being in the right place at
the right time.
"I’m sure all of our officers in Es cobedo’s. Garrett’s or Noricga’s place
would have taken the same actions."
Escobedo has been with the UP!)
since June 1982, Garrett since October
1981 and Noriega since January 1987.
Garrett was given a commendation
in 1983 for a similar action at a fire in
San Jose.

U.S. knew Soviets were bugging embassy
WASHINGTON (API U.S. officials were fully aware as long ago as
1979 that the Soviet KGB was hugging
the Moscow Embassy during its construction, but believed they had a strategy for finding the spy devices, a top
State Department official said Wednesday.
"I think the supervisory people
knew that the embassy was being
bugged," said Robert E. Lamb, assistant
secretary for diplomatic security. "They
contributed information to us about the
bugs that were coming in."
1.aniti told a hearing of a House Foreign Affairs subcommittee that U.S. personnel were placed on the embassy site
to intercept listening devices. "We had a
strategy for finding it." he said.
"Where this strategy was weak was
in the sense that the Soviets used parts of
the structure itself as the hugging. These
are the kinds of things that are going to
be difficult for us to neutralize."
Investigators have said some large
components of the building were fabricated away from the construction site
by a Soviet contractor and away from the
eyes of U.S. inspectors.

Those problems cannot now he remedied without fundamentally damaging
the building’s soundness. said Rep.
Doug Bereuter. R-Neb., a member of the
committee.
"We’ve continued to underestimate
the Soviets’ advances in intelligence collecting technology." Bereuter, who has
a background in military counterintelligence, said in an interview.
"We should have understood that
they had the capabilities to employ advances in technology which are more
complex than simply inserting bugs, listening devices, in the construction features of the embassy. It is not a matter of
us going over the embassy with a finetoothed comb. . . We have a greater
problem. It is a fundamental structural
concern." he said.

Dateline

Court upholds death penalty
WASHINGTON (API The
Supreme Court. in a
crushing defeat for opponents of capital punishment. ruled
today that slate death penalty l,ivvs are constitutional even
when statistics indicate they have been applied in racially
biased ways
By a 5-4 vote, the ’tomes upheld Georgia’s death penalty law.
They said statistics showing that killers of white victims draw death sentences far more frequently than killers
of black victims do riot establish that the Georgia system vi oldies the Constitution’s equal -protection guarantees.
The closely watched Georgia dispute, perhaps the most
important capital punishment case in a decade, had been
hailed as the last sweeping attack against the death penalty
Death penalty opponents fell one vote short of casting
into doubt the fates of hundreds of the nearly 1.900 men and
women on death rows nationwide.
Writing for the court’s majority. Justice Lewis F. Powell said the statistical study of Georgia’s death penalty system "at most indicates a discrepancy that appears to correlate with race."
The ruling upheld the death sentence given to Warren
MeCleskey for the 1978 murder of an Atlanta policeman.
McCleskey’s hopes to avoid death in the state’s electric chair had been pinned on a study by a University of
Iowa law professor, David Baldus.
In his study, Baldus examined every Georgia murder
conviction from 1973 to 1978 and found that those who
killed whites were 11 times more likely to receive the death
penalty than were those who killed blacks.
Looking at the smaller number of cases in which the
greatest jury discretion was exercised in sentencing. Baldus
found that killers of whites were four times more likely to
receive death sentences.

Chernobyl still hot

Nuclear bomb detonated
I.AS VEGAS, Nev 1API
-the second nuclear
weapon in less than a week was fief mulled Wednesday deep
beneath the surface of the Nevada -lest Site. the Energy Department said
The weapon, which had a yield rit less than 20 kilotons. was detonated I .001) feet beneath Yucca Flat, about
74 miles northwest 01 I.as Vegas. said IX*. spokesman
Jack Campbell.
It closely followed a blast Saturday at the site and two
underground explosions detonated Easter Sunday by the Soviet Union.
The test. c(xlenamed Presido, was conducted at 3 p.m.
PDT on the sprawling grounds of the site, where the nation’s nuclear weapons are tested.
It was the fifth test announced this year and brings the
total announced at the site since 1951 to 664. Not all tests
are announced for security reasons.
The two tests follow. a month -long series rit protests
held by the Desert Lenten Experience at the entrance to the
test site. The protests culniinated last Friday with S1 arrests

Girl holds class

with gun

PHOENIX. Ariz 1AP)
.ti eighth -grade girl held a
teacher and 13 students at gunpoint in .1 junior high school
classroom t..r about an hour Wednesday before she gave up,
authorit ies said
There was no report Of injury- during the incident at
Cholla Junior High. police said
"We don’t know what spurred it or what she wants,"
police Sgt. Brad This% said shortly before the girl surrendered.
John Durvin, an assistant superintendent, said earlier
that initial reports in tttt the school were sketchy but indicated that "one of the students has a large -caliber handgun
in one of the classrooms. ’
Tactical units were sent lo the school and other classroOrils were evacuated.
Cholla Junior High has approximately 880 students in
the seventh and eighth grades.

MOSCOW (AP)
A year after the Chemohyl nuclear
accident, the temperature of the reactor hovers near the boiling point and 13 badly burned people are still considered invalids. Soviet officials said Wednesday..
The officials told a news conference that most people
in the Chernobyl area are in good health and that radiation
levels in farm products and soil near the plant have almost
returned to normal since the accident on April 26, 1985.
At least 31 people died and hundreds were injured after
the explosion and fire, which spewed radiation around the
world.
BURBANK (AP) - In one of the largest earthquake
The Soviets did not report the accident for three days
Nikolai I.ukonin, minister of atomic power generation, drills ever staged by a private employer. Walt Disney Co.
said the temperature inside the ruined No. 4 reactor is 98 de- shut down operations for two hours while 2.000 workers at
grees Celsius. or 208 Fahrenheit, just under the boiling its studio and corporate offices coped with a mock temblor.
man( I.ast November the temperature was 140 degrees Cel’It V. as pretty realistic... said secretary Jame Hull. 29,
sius 1284 Fahrenheit), he said.
ril North Holly vs lid. lie ii 54 workers who sun is ed
fuel
the
reactor’s
nuclear
Soviet reports have said that
make-believe cheimeal fire and gas explosion with only
reached more than 2.,(1111) degrees Celsius during the acci- mock injuries.
dent in the Ukraine.
Officials determined that 61 people "died" in the drill
Doctors diagnosed 237 people near the plant site as Tuesday..
having acute radiation sickness. Twenty-eight of them died.
To add a touch of realism to the drill. studio workers
Three other people at the accident site died of other
used makeup and special -effects ciplief ion sounds, and teleCauses.
The prospects for those who were diagnosed as having phone services was ordered cut off for the two hours.
Also participating in the drill were nearby St. Joseph
radiation sickness is "quite good," Ilyin said. "hut all
these people for all their III Cs will he under close medical Medical Center. the Burbank police and fire departments
the
and
American Red Cross.
attention

Disney stages quake

Spartaguide
Student Health Services will provide free measles immunizations from 8
to 10 a.m. today in Health Building,
Room 210. Call Oscar Battle at 2773622 or 277-9074 for information.
The Student Magazine Association
will hold a meeting at 11 a.m. today in
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 205. Call
Dona at 287-3628 for information.
India Students Association will hold
a meeting at 1:30 a.m, today in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Ravi at
(415)443-1733 for information.
Community Committee for International Students will hold Conversation in-English groups for all international
students at 1:30 p.m. today and 12:311
p.m. tomorrow’ in Administration Building, Room 222. Call Muriel Andreas at
279-4575 for information.
Pre-Medical Student’s Association
will hold a seminar. "Society and DisSociological Perspective" at
ease A
4 p.m. today in Science Building, Room
164. Call Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for
information.
The department of Math and Computer Science will sponsor a lecture by
Prof. George Dantzig of Stanford University on "Reminiscences About The
Origins of Linear Programming" at 4
p.m. today in MacQuarrie Hall. Room

324. Call Marilyn at 277-2411 for information.
Campus Ministries will sponsor
Vietnamese Bible Study today at 5:15
p.m. in the Campus Christian Center.
Call Tien 270-1 266 for information.
Korean Student Association will
hold a Korean Interest Study at 6 p.m.
today in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Jung at 942-8661 for information.
Society of Latino Engineers and
Scientists and Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers and MEP will host
Tandem Computer speakers on summer
and permanent employment opportunities at 6 p.m. today in the MEP center.
Engineering School, Room 335. Call
Bill Maltz at 277-2214 for information.
AIDS Information and Awareness
will sponsor a lecture by David Burgess
of the Santa Clara County Health Department at 7 p.m. today in Washhurn Hall
:Call Mike Guarino at 277 -Ss s s
3480 for information.
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SJSU Karate Club will hold a workout at 7:3(1 p.m. today in Spartan Complex. Room 89. Call Debby at 225-0292
for information.
Fantasy and Strategy Club will hold
a meeting at 7:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Momalvo Room, Call Larry.
Machado at 277-8212 for information.
Korean Christian Fellowship will
hold Bible Study at noon tomorrow in
the Spartan Memorial chapel. Call El
Kim at 778-1071 or 779-5381 for information.
University police Chiet Lew Schatz
will answer questions regarding the University Police Department and the Department of Public Safety issues at noon
tomorrow in the student Union Pacheco
Room. Call Barbara at 277-3514 for information.
Chicana Alliance will hold a meeting at 330 p
tomorrow at Wahlquist
Library Central Fishbowl. Call Elaine
Alvarado at 277- 1106 for information.
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AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

Open
24
Hours

Color T V s. VCRs, Cable
FREE Utilities
FREE Housekeeping
Fully Furnished
Spacious Rooms
Easily Accessible to Bus
Routes and Freeway
Walking distance to SJSU

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS

kinkoss

Great copies. Great people.

OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS
481 E. SAN CAR LOS ST.
295-5511

L

72 North 5th St., S.J.
9904234

ICE CREAM SUNDAES
GAMES
PIZZA
SATURDAY
APRIL 25th 7 P.M.

i.:0111/24E’r

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
10th & SAN CARLOS
2911-0204

For more information call:
Captain Sullivan collect at (415) 273-6000
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Netters shut out
by Pacific Tigers
14 Jeff (.oulark
Daily staff writer
the SJSU %%Mien s itliliis team
(9-9, 2-5) lost to UOP YM Nestle) at
South Campus. but the result wasn’t as
over-powering as it may seem
1.10P. which won the conference
%hanipionship last year, has a %cry
strong progratti. accordIng to SJSU
coach Mary Visser

Tennis
But. when she contrasted Tuesdays team ellon with the results of an
earlier season loss to the Tigers. Visscr
tound reason to he optimistic.
"It was closer than the score indicated," Visser said. "UOP is perennially a very strong, deep team. They’re
just real good
When we played them earlier in
the year (also a 9-0 setback), we were
basically frightened by their aura. But
everyone played better this time; it just
wasn’t quite enough to overcome
UOP’s experience.’’
One of SJSU’s bright spots was the
play of second seed, Kristen HiIldcbrand, who almost heat llOrs Christy
Kern
1101dt:brand took the first set from
her left-handed opponent 6-3, but lost
the next two by 2-6 scorer. Despite the
loss, Visscr was encouraged by the senior’s effort.
"It’s really important to believe
you can play with anyone on any given
day," Visscr said. "Kristen proved
that. She was heating that girl until all
of a sudden it’s ’Oh my (hid. I can
really heat this girl, then you get nervous...
VISSCT said Shelly Stockman. the
Spartan’s top seed, also played well despite being sick
Stockman took UOP’s Julie Powell to a tie -breaker in the first set, hut
lost the set 6-7. In the second set. Powell’s Ir011p baseline game and hard

passing shots kept Stockman running all
over the court in 90 degree temperatures
to win 1-6
’Shelly wasn’t feeling very good,
hut she did well against a really strong
player The heat affected both teams.
especially Shelly 1 just wish it had afteemed them more than us.’
In other action. Whitney Clarke
was defeated by Tiffany Lee 5-7, 3-6.
Jeannie Pasley-Miller lost to Julie
Fairchild 2-6, 24v Pat Vultce lost 4-6,
0-6 and Leslie Bartleson lost 1-6. 2-6.
In doubles action. Stockman and
Clarke lost to Powell and Kern 3-63-6.
Hilldebrand and Pasley-Millcr fought
hard hut lost a heartbreaker to Lee and
Jackson 4-6, 7-5, 4-6 and Vultec and
Barlileson dropped a straight -setter 1-6,
2-6.
SJSU has two remaining matches
next
week - against
Washington
Monday and a rematch with IX Davis
Tuesday
before the PCAA tournainent begins May 2. Visser hopes the
team will be ready Inc top-flight conipcfition
In practice this week, the first -year
coach will stress the mental aspect of
the game.
this is our big -league tournament," she said. "Every person they’ll
play will be tough. They just have to
have confidence and trust themselves to
do the best they can
just relax and
play.
"We’re much closer to being
whete we want to be than we Welt.
the
month ago, hut it’s about time
season’s almost over."
The loss was the Spartans third in
their last four PCAA encounters. Before spring break. SJSU had traveled to
Los Angeles to play UCSB, Fullerton
State and Irvine on successive days
The Spartans lost to the Gauchos,
coached by former SJSU mentor Lisa
Beritzhoff. 9-0 in their first match April
8. Visscr said the team was anxious
about competing against their former
coach.

Joe Gosen

Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s No.1 seed Shell). Stockman hits a backhand shot against a University of the Pacific opponent on Tuesday. SJSU last the match 9-0.
"Everyone was really nervous
about playing them," Visser said. "But
they have a strong team, no doubt about
it.
Next was a meeting with the Titans
from Fullerton State, which the Spartans proceeded to win 6-3 The victory,
howcs cr. was tainted by an on-court incident involving SJSU’s top-seeded
doubles team of Stockman and Clarke.

SJSU had won the first set and the
score was close in the second when Fullerton insisted upon disqualifying the
Spartans for an alleged net infraction crossing the plain of the net when there
was not a change of ends. Visser was
upset and surprised by the Titan tactics.
"Their team refused to play."
Visscr said. "It was very stupid. It was
a misinterpretation of the rule 1 don’t

want to blow it out of proportion, but
we drove to I.. A. to play tennis.
"Their kids just acted badly. If it
had been our team, we never would
have allowed them to just say they
wouldn’t play anymore. It was a situation that got out of control ’
Finally, the Spartans played Irvine
and lost 8-1. The defeat was highlighted
by Hilldehrand defeating her opponent

7-5, 6-4 and Vultec, who dropped a
close, three -set match.
"Irvine is a really tough school."
Visser said. "I look for them to win the
PCAA championship this year.
"I didn’t think anyone played
badly on the trip. When we lost it was
just a case of their players played better
than ours on that day."

SJSU losing streak at eight
Road games take toll on 17-22 team

Joe Gosen

Daily

stall photographer

SJSU picher Dawn

Iiilgenburg eyes the plate as she’s about to release a pitch. ’File Spartans, now 17-22, have
lost eight games in a now and are currently in the middle of a five -game road trip.

NAACP wants meeting with Giants
Local
SAN FRANCISCO (API
leaders of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People said
Wednesday they would demand a meeting with the owner of the San Francisco
Giants as part ot a push to get blacks into
more management positions.
Chapter president I.ulann MeGriff
,ant NAACP branches across the nation
are taking similar action to force leaders
in baseball, basketball and football to
hire more blacks in non-playing positions ranging from coaches to contractors
to peanut vendors
McGriff said the NAACP would
push for affirmative action programs to
make certain blacks arc recruited and
trained for lobs at all levels in professional sports
"Should this fail to occur in any instance, we are prepared to mount mas-

sive demonstrations against recalcitrant
hall clubs," she said. "Those of you
who are familiar with the NAACP and its
long history of demonstrations against
segregation. discrimination and racism
know that this is no idle threat - we will
deliver.
"We will apply pressure on the
owners at every possible point, up to and
including litigation."
McGriff said the NAACP’s national
leaders had been planning a strategy for
improving black employment in sports
before the recent appearance of Al Cam penis, vice president for player personnel
of the Los Angeles Dodgers. on ABC TV’s "Nightline." Campanis’ remarks
about why there are so few black managers resulted in his resignation.
Giants spokesman Dave Aust said
Wednesday he thought team officials

Perm tiF:,
Conditioner
Haircut & Manicures’’

Haircut Only
50

Vears Old & Up $ i
-wawa atottin-wkw"

would he willing to meet with NAACP
leaders about the proposal, although no
decision was made Wednesday
The team issued a one -paragraph
statement that said, ’"The Giants wholeheartedly endorse the continuing effort,
to have minorities in every aspect in the
game of baseball."

And you
may ask
yourself,
"Where
is that
beautiful
job?"

Its John Bagley
Daily stall writer
"On the emu’ again. I just can’t
wait to get on the road again."
This was the attitude the SJSU
softball team had two weeks ago. They
had momentum. They had clutch hitting.
They were winning. They were packed
up and ready to attack their PCAA rivals,

The team will be back on its home
turf Monday night, where they will take
on UC-Santa Barbara at PAL Field.
After, the recent Spartan road performances, a split at home would probably
sound nice.

Softball

"It has been very tough for us on
the road." Strahan said. "Playing
PCAA rivals on their field is very difficult. We have been taking it on the chin
and self-destructing."

and if not win every game, at least keep
them close.
However, after being swept over
spring break, the only tune in the team’s
mind should he "Homeward Bound."
What actually happened to the Spartans on this, the longest road-trip of the
season, which continues through this
Saturday?
The Spartans stopped in Fresno before heading down to Southern California and were beaten by every team they
faced, stretching their losing streak to
eight games.
On April 15 in a rain make-up twin
bill in Fresno, the squad lost 1-0 and 7-0
to the Bulldogs. On April 17, Cal StateLong Beach handled SJSU 5-0 and 4-1
and on April 18 they went down again,
this time to UC-Santa Barbara, 4-0 and
4-3.
They had already lost a pair to Fullerton. the No.1 team in the nation, before embarking on the 10-day excursion.
In addition, the team must still face
San Diego State (Friday) and Fullerton
again (Saturday), before they can finally
come home.
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SJSU softball coach Kathy Strahan
is looking forward to that first pitch
Monday at PAL Field.

The team has had only 26 hits in the
last eight games, an average of just three
hits per game.
Clutch hitting has been nil.
The Spartans have only managed to
cross the plate six times in the last 56 innings.
On the other hand, their opponents
have scored 35 times in those 56 innings.
After the recent losses, the softball
team’s record has fallen from 17-14 to
17-22. The team has only three PCAA
wins.
Just 16 games remain in the season
(all of them PCAA contests), and Strahan said it will he a real fight to stay out
of the cellar.
"We were picked to finish last in
this conference," Strahan said. "It could

’It has been very tough for
us on the road. Playing
PCAA rivals on their field
is very difficult. We have
been taking it on the chin
and self-destructing.’
Kathy Strahan,
SJSU softball coach

come down to the last game of the season
against UNLV (May 9) to determine our
place."
Strahan said the last two stops on
the road trip will be difficult, especially
Fullerton at home. However, she does
have a plan for SDS, and that is to stop
the Aitees Trish Mang.
"If you can stop her you stop the
team," Strahan said. "She throws the
ball very fast and crushes it when she is
at the plate. She is a very strong girl and
a great player.
"The last time we faced San Diego
(April 9) we split with them," Strahan
said. "I’m confident we will he ready
this time."

Supro presents . . .
Texas Singer/
Songwriter

TOWNES
VAN
ZAN DT
"If you say Buddy Holly is the father of Texas rock,
then you have to say that Townes is the father of
Texas folk."
Michael Murphy
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Unlikely pair give Spartan team hope for future
Spartan
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Freshmen contribute to team success
By John Bagley
Daily staff writer
Freshmen athletes are generally thought tit as young.
timid and unassertive.
However, the SJSU men’s golf team has two freshmen
golfers playing the game with the same tenacity and self-control one might expect a senior to have aquired.
In this their first season, golfer’s Mike Foster and Barry
Evans, arc making a name for themselves on this year’s roster.
looking at Foster. IS, one would probably think to himself, ’Does this kid really golf!’
He happens to stand at 6-4 and weighs 285 pounds. which
probably explains why Foster not only lettered in high school
golf, but football as well.
The size difference of the two (Evans stands at 5-11 and
weighs 1601 almost makes the two golf partners seem like a dipiction of the biblical characters David and Goliath.
Nineteen -year-old Evans, a native of Kelowna, British
Columbia, decided to play on the SJSU team not only for its
prestigious golf background, but also for the fact that his Canadian friends were here.
"Kcir (Smith) and Drew (Hartt I were playing down here.
I also knew Grant Barnes la member of last year’s team. Now
an assistant coach.) pretty well. Playing at a good school with
friends was my main reason for coming here." Evans said.
Foster, on the other hand, attended SJSU not only because
of the schools acclaimed golf background, but the fact that it
was close by. Foster grew up in nearby Vacaville, where he
learned the game on the Green Tree Golf Course. a course
which PGA Tour Player Craig Stadler, known as "the Walrus"
because of his large stature, once intended to purchase along
with some friends. The deal never went through.
While debating on buying the course, Stadler would often
play the 18-hole layout. This allowed the young Foster to play
with the former Masters Champion.
"Boy, I thought I hit the hall long until I played with
Stadler," Foster said. "Those guys just do not miss a shot."
Being the size Foster is, length off the tee has never been a
problem.
"I would say driving is definitely the hest part of my
game. Putting is a different story though." he said.
Evans. who took the game up at age nine, grew up on the
SJSE golfer %like Foster. an 1S -year-old freshman, semi -private Kelowna Golf and Country Club. He differed with
watches after he drives a hall in practice.
Foster as to which pan of the game he excelled at.
Robert AiroIdt Daily staff

photographer

"Give me a nud-iron shot to a green anytime. I don’t
know what the other clubs will do," Evans said jokingly.
Both Estill, and Foster admire the same PGA pro. Jack
Nicklaus.
"Jack has the hest all-around game on tour." Evans said.
’It’s not that he is great at any one thing. he is good at every
part of the gaine.’ he said.
’Without a doubt. Nicklaus has the hest mind of anyone
on tour,’’ Foster said. "He is always in control."
The two are guided by SJSU golf coach Dick Schwenclinger, and have great respect for their teacher.
"You’ve got to give him credit." Foster said. ’’When he
came here (19(441 he had some pretty big shoes to fill. Jerry
Vrooni had coached this school to more consecutive NCAA appearances than any other school in the country."
"He knows an awful lot about the game." Evans said. "A
lot more than people give him credit."
With the golf season almost over. Evans has a scoring average of 77.3 and Foster is averaging 76.5 shots per round.
John Kennaday led SJSU last season as a junior with a 75.5 average. The freshmen’s averages, although not extremely low.
are quite impressive according to Schwendinger.
"You have to realize these players are both young and
have a lig of time to develop." he said. "Foster can go out and
shoot a 66 one day and have an 80 the next. With experience
the erratic play should diminish. In time they will be great assets to this team .
Foster feels the leant will he a force in the near future.
Only two team members. Smith and Kennaday, will he leaving
after this season.
Evans. a business management major, and Foster, a marketing major, both feel no matter what happens academically
they will always be involved somehow with golf.
"I don’t know maybe I’ll be a club pro.’’ Foster said.
"I wi11 definitely he unsolved with the game somehow. I
don’t know just yet in what way . Evans said.
The golf team’s next tournament, the Sun Devil/Thunderbird Classic in Ari/ona, will take place April 30-May 2.
In last weeks Western Intercollegiate’s (at Pasatiempo
near Santa ( ’run the team took 5th overall with a team total of
1.117. just [V", shots behind Brigham Young and two shots
ahead of California Fresno State won the event with a team
total of 1.094. Foster finished 54th individually with rounds of
75,82 and 73. Evans did not phik
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Spartan golfer Barry Evans. a 19-year -old freshman.
chips a hall during practice at South Uampus.

Ex-Spartan football player Erving says 76ers will contend
organizing lettermen’s club
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s 1986 championship football
season generated publicity, enthusiasm
and financial support for the athletic department.
But it has also led one former SJSU
football player to start a lettermen’s club.
The club, currently being organized by
I.arry Zajonc who played at SJSU in
1974 and 1975, is for anyone who played
football at SJSU.
"The idea came after last season,"
’ said Zajonc, who now buys and rebuilds
old houses in the San Jose area. "I was
talking to Dr. (Martin) Trieb, the team’s
doctor, and I said it was too bad that San
Jose State didn’t have a lettermen’s club.
And he said why don’t you start one "
To generate support for the club,
Zajonc is holding a reunion at South
Campus before the May 2 Blue -Gold
game, which is the annual scrimmage
held by the football team at the end of
spring practice.
The reunion, which will feature a
free barbecue for all former players is
slated to begin at II a.m.. Zajonc said.
Zajonc is hoping that between 100
and 150 players will attend.
already
have about 45 signed up." he said.
The need for such a club was shown
particularly in October of last year when
Wilson Faumuinia, who played at SJSU
. from 1973-76 and for the Atlanta Falcons from 1977-82. died. %atone said.
"There was no club connection to
send a wreath of flowers." Zajonc said
"It was sad.

’I was talking to Dr.
(Martin) Trieb, the team’s
doctor, and I said it was
too bad that San Jose State
didn’t have a lettermen’s
club. And he said why
don’t you start one.’
Zajonc,
Larry
Former SJSU football player
"We want to establish contacts with
these former players. We don’t want to
lose track of them. These people have
gone through a lot together." he said.
A number of those attending will be
from around the time Zajonc played.
That period of SJSU football was
one of the most successful ever, according to Zajonc.
Among the players who played on
those mid-1970s squads are current or
former National Football League players
Carl Ekern, Gerald Small, Steve DeBerg. Rick Kane, Kim Bokamper, Louie
Wright. Charles DeJurnett and Faumuinia. The coach was Darryl Rodgers, who
is now the Detroit Lions head coach.
Zajonc said Kane and Ekern may attend the reunion.
Small and Delurnett are being
sworn into the SJSU football Hall of

Fame in May.
But the reunion is not hong limited
to those years. John Aimonetti, who finished playing last season and is awaiting
next week’s NFI, draft is working along
with Chad Roseboorn. an SJSU administrative assistant, to round up players
from the more recent teams.
Cass Jackson and Dave Cheney are
trying to find players from further back.
7.41jone said.
A 77 -year old former player living
in Gilroy is the oldest player found so
far, he said.
The club has received the support of
the Quarterback Club, which supports
the football program, and of SJSU head
coach Claude Gilbert.
"He’s behind us 100 percent." /atone said.
Joining the club will be free for
members. Zajonc said. ’They will eventually charge at tailgate parties hut they
are hopeful of turning the money over to
the athletic department.
One thing Zajonc would like to see
would be a special area at Spartan Stadium for the club at games.
"Maybe if they could set aside tickets in general admission so the players
could sit with their families so they don’t
lose track of one another." he said.
Zajonc is also hopeful that former
players from other sports, such as track,
baseball and basketball, will start similar
clubs.
Players interested in attending the
reunion or learning about the club can
contact Zajonc at (4081297-3730.

Chaney NBA adds four teams
fired by
Clippers
NEW YORK (AP)
Charlotte,
N.C.. Minneapolis, Orlando and Miami
were awarded expansion franchises
Wednesday by the NBA hoard of governors after a four-hour meeting.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Don
Chaney was fired Wednesday by
the Los Angeles Clippers after the
team had the second worst record
in NBA history, going 12-70.
Chaney, who plans to remain
with the organization in a front office capacity, had a 52-133 record
since replacing Jim I.ynam in
March of 1985.
Chancy’s time as the club’s
head coach was marked by various
misfortunes, including injuries that
sidelined Norm Nixon and Marques Johnson this season.
"This season was an example
of Murphy’s Law at work which.
regrettably. prevented the Clippers
from performing up to their capacity and me to show what I could do
as an NBA head coach," Chancy
said, alluding to the axiom that, if
anything can go wrong, it will.
’I’m sure another such
coaching opportunity will become
available tome in the future.
"In the meantime. I look forward to working diligently with the
Clippers organization as I have for
the past five years, first as an assistant coach, then as head coach and
now in the front office."
John MacLeod, Huhic Brown
and Gene Shuc are considered
among the candidates for the Clippers’ job.

Charlotte and Miami will be admitted for the 1988-89 season. Minneapolis and Orlando enter the following
year.

Each expansion franchise will pay
an entry fee of $32.5 million.
The decision was announced by
Commissioner David Stern, who presided over Wednesday’s meeting.

pone a decision on those two cities until
October. In addition, the governors had
been expected to choose between Orlando and Miami rather than select both.

At least
of the current 23 teams
had to vote to accept the expansion franchises.
The Charlotte team is tentatively
known as the Spirit. while Minneapolis
adopt the name Timherwolves, Orlando
picked Magic and Miami will be the
Heat.

The acceptance of the two Florida
cities was a major surprise after the
league’s Expansion Committee recommended on April 2 that the NBA post -

tAl’i
Julius Ery mg is hoping
that the Philadelphia Thers mediocre
regular-season record will make their
opponents overconfident for the NBA
playoffs.
"A lot of people have writtcn us
off for the playoffs." Erving said, referring to the 76ers’ 45-37 regular-season mark, good for only fifth place in
the Eastern Conference. "We don’t
have as good a record as past years.
but we are 3-2 against Milwaukee and
3-3 agaist Boston. and those are the
teams we probably would play in the
first two rounds.
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Open Forum Today
All faculty, students and staff are
invited to attend a short address and
participate in a question/answer session
with:
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weeks ot his I fl-year professional career.
"We didn’t play as well against
pixw teams as we have in the past."
Erving said. "Maybe we’re lucky sic
don’t play New York or New Jersey II
the first round. ’
The 76ers finished 3-3 against
both the Nets and Knicks, who each
failed to make the playoffs with 24-58
records.
Erving finished the regular season
with a flourish, scoring 811 points in his
last three games to ,,miplete his career
ith 10.026 noun.
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The first Mil nd of the playolts
begin tonight is ith four games: Chicago at Boston in the East and Seattle
at Dallas, Golden State at Utah and
Denver at the Los Angeles I.akers in
the Western Conference.
On Friday, Philadelphia is at Milwaukee, Indiana at Atlanta. Washington at Detroit in the East and Houston
is at Portland in the West.
All the first -round series are best of-five.
Erving said that the 76ers’ strong
showing against good teams is an encouraging sign as he enters the final
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MBA ADVANTAGE
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Amvirratml program designed for
working professionals. Eight -week
evening classes held in Sunnyvale
Cupertino area.
Traditional semester format. on
campus evening program.
Ph.D. faculty with extensive
consulting extxrience.
Fully accredited I uy WASC and
AACS13.

Rent time on our equipment
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Great copies. Great people.
310 S. THIRD STREET
295-4336
M -F 7am-9pm
SAT 10am-6-pm
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"Home of World Famous Bar -B -Q"
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SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE%

OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY, APRIL 28
3:30 - 6:30 pm
BT 250
or call 277-2308 ext. 22
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Campus
Student-run credit union
offers benefits to members
Ft) (tat id Barry
Daily staff writer
With the Washington Square
Federal Credit Union finally opening
up. many must he wondering. What
is a credit union and how does it
work?
A credit union, according to
Mike McLennan, chairman of the
WSFCU hoard of directors and Associated Students president-elect, is a
financial institution very much like a
hank.
The main difference is that
credit unions look at their customers
as "members, not as numbers."
1.ennan said
"Credit unions take in the Indus ’dual, ’ he said.
McLennan said the credit union
will be competitive with the rates offered by banks.
Credit unitms pay out dividends
and not interest as hanks do.
One advantage of this is that interest -free loans are possible, McLennan said.
We hope that if we have a successful quarter we can return some
money to people.’’ he said.
The WSFCU currently allows
maximum loans of $1.500, he said.
However. the amount for loans
can be raised to meet the individuals’
needs, he said.

Were trying to gear the loans
toward tuitions. book loans and helping out with education." Mclennan
said
The WSFCU currently has 25
members, he said
It has assests of $220,000 and
has given out 515.000 in loans. 512.000 of which is outstanding. McLennan said.
The credit union has received
approximately $200,000 in loans,
Mclennan said.
Credit unions make money
through investments and yields received on loan dividends. McLennan
said.
McLennan said they are still
looking for volunteers to help man
the credit union, especially for the
summer.

They have approximately 30
volunteers right now and would have
had ntore if the credit union had
opened earlier.
"Morale went down with all the
set backs, and part of that was nty
fault for saying we were going to
open. But now that we do have actual
space people know their dedication to
the credit union is being accomplished." he said.
The credit union will hc open
from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. today
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Credit union opens doors
at off-campus location
CREDIT, from page
’One option would he 10 allow ev
eryone to join, the other would be to seek
an exemption front the hoard of trustees ’
The WSFCU. because of restrictions by the NCUA. does not allow faculty and employees to have full privileges and full voting memberships
because they can belong to the California
State Employee Credit Union No.9. But
they are allowed to join, Mclennan said.
The NCUA does not allow its members to belong to two credit unions without written approval from the other credit
union, where a proposed member belongs.
To rectify this dilemma. Mclennan. Munagh. Fullerton and A.S. President Toni Boothe will appear before the
CSU hoard of trustees to ask for an
exemption to this resolution.
Fullerton said she is unsure how the
hoard of trustess will react to granting a
special exemption.
This case could have ramifications
throughout the CSU system. Mcl.ennan
said. The WSFCU would be the first 01
10 proposed student -run credit unions in
the CSU system.
These credit unions may run into
similar problems because the employee

’It will help establish a
credit union on campus. It
will show that it can
survive as a long-term
venture.’
Mike McLennan,
credit union chairman

credit unions are located throughout the
CSU system.
The CSU employee credit unions do
not have to allow students to join because the first one at California State
Polytechnic University at Pomona was
started before the resolution was put into
effect. Boothe said.
However, this problem is only one
in a series that have hit the credit union
since its charter was approved.
The first problem centered around
the credit union’s name.
On Dec . 3. the A.S. hoard of directors voted to not allow the credit union to
use the A.S. business office until the
credit union adopted the name Associated Students Credit Union

Organizers of the credit union refused to accept this request because they
said it implied that the A S had control
over the credit union when it didn’t.
In addition, legal counsel to President Fullerton advised her that the credit
union should have no alfiliation with the
university. the employees, or the A.S.
because it would imply liability by the
university for any possible losses.
An agreement between the credit
union and the A.S. to work together was
finally reached on Jan. 27.
Boothe and McLennan then expressed the hope of opening the first
week of March.
However, the lease enabling the
credit union to operate in the A.S. business office needed amending. said Bruce
Richardson, the general counsel to SJSU
and an assistant CM.’ general counsel.
The main problem centered around
having a sign hanging in the A.S. business office stating no connection between the A.S. and the credit union.
Both the WSFCU board of directors
and the A.S. hoard of directors then
amended the lease and sent it to Hillyard
to look over.
If Hillyard had found everything in
order, then President Fullerton would
have signed the lease allowing the credit
union to open in the A.S. business of-

Spartan City residents sue Fullerton, CSU trustees
LAWSUIT, from page I
wrongful exclusion ot students N ith
families from housing facilities operated
by the CSU system and in v iolation
statutory requirements lot a priority list
of housing needs and impai. I study ’
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to
President Fullerton said Wednesday the
president’s office had not received anything regarding the lawsuit.
The next step for Spartan City resistudents on the waiting list and the hoard
and Fullerton
They are also seeking a taxpayers’
action due to .illeged "illegal expend’
lure 1,1 I/111,11i hind,. III t 01111C01011 V1 ili

dents is to schedule a hearing tor a pie
liminary injunction to stop the closing ot
Spartan City, slated for August 19)0i.
said Gen Fujioka. a lawyer from legal
aid representing Spartan City residents.
Fullerton decided to close Spartan
City last semester due to a fire marshal’s
report that listed the complex as a lire
hazard.
"This university system is shutting
down the last family housing fin the CA!
system)." he said.
"Private landlords can’t discriminate against a person with children." he
said "We’re saying SJSU has to he
measured by the ‘. 1111C
11111Ck as pri

vale landlords" in this v ase,
upoka
said
"We (the lawyers) haven’t seen any
justification for the termination of this
housing." he said.
Stuart Wilson. attorney for the residents, said there are no current plans for
the land Spartan City occupies
The class action suit was filed he cause "we want to establish that SJSLI
has a moral responsiblility to fulfill the
five-year contract." said Leo Johnson,
co-chairman of the Spartan City Families
Association.
When SJSU tried to close Spartan
Ctil. hoard ot
City 10 scars

Students director of student sers ices
Aiu said he is also mei:unit:4
with starting the Interorganizational
Council which consumes much of his
time.
"He did a very conscientious
lob, he was a fair leader and I’m sorry
It, see him step down," Student
Union Director Ron Barrett said.
Chargin, who has been on
SUBOD for the past four semesters
and has chaired the finance committee, will now head the Rec Center
committee for Aiu.
"It’s important that a chairman
keep abreast of the issues," Aiu said.
"And (think Susan can do that
much better."

Amu said his grades hay e silt
fered because of being involved in so
many different interests.

GIFT, front page I

By resigning and working only
as vice chairman, he feels he will be
able to focus on his studies.
"It’s a great experience, but
there’s a lot of responsibility," Aiu
said of his SUBOD duties.
"Running the meetings and
speaking out you’re dealing with
some pretty powerful people." he
said.
Aiu said he will remain on the
Rec Center committee hut only as a
member.
Chargin, a junior accounting
major, said she and Aiu had discussed his decision to resign and she
had expressed interest in taking over

Susan Chargin
. IleW SUBOD Chair

the chairmanship
Chargin said she enjoy s Norkint:
with the hoard and looks forward to
taking on the added responsibility.

Students receive AIDS pamphlet
with SJSU registration information
AIDS, front page I
"It lthe pamphlet i w as a part ill our
AIDS awareness campaign at (((’IX. It
was a community service protect." said
Darcy Provo, a public relations employee at KI’l X
"The campaign included documentaries. a news series and many public service announcements." said Provo.
She said the pamphlet was distributed and it helped educate the population
in and around San Francisco.
"We started this series at a time
when the population didn’t know that
much about AIDS We have made people more aware of the vinis with this
campaign." she said
This panicular pamphlet has been
distributed to many schools, from the elementary level to junior colleges and
universities. said Fawn Moran, head of
distribution at the San Francisco AIDS
Foundation.
’The ’AIDS Lifeline’ pamphlet is
by far our most popular. We’ve sent over
200.000 since July I, and those were in
English. Moran said

"It’s so popular hecause it is general population education. It covers the
most asked questions about AIDS," she
said.
The pamphlet is also printed in
Spanish and Chinese.
The leaflet explains what AIDS is.
what causes it and the basic symptoms.
The San Francisco AIDS Foundation has mailed more than 1.4 million
pieces of information all over the coun
try, since July’ I.
Admission and Records mailed
about 30,000 registration forms to the
campus population, and included in
every one was a pamphlet.
Admissions and Records interim director Kathy Amirdash said these mailings are common.
"We are the only office on campus
that does major mailings, so we help organizations on campus with their mailings. Anything that has to do with student policy. changes, university decisions
or health issues has been included in our
mailings," Amirdash said.
She w ent on to sav Admissions and

Married students at Spartan Village
would he restricted because both residents would have to be full-time students, whereas at Spartan City, only one
resident has to he a full-time student.
But Johnson spoke with a representative from Spartan Village last week
who said married students would not be
allowed housing at Spartan Village.
A Spartan City family defense fund
has been established by the residents.
with proceeds to coyer legal fees, Johnson said
Donations are being accepted at the
Associated Students Business Office in
the Student Union. Johnson said.

Sonneman gives back
$1,000 to S.U. board

S.U. chairman resigns
RESIGN front page I

trustees stepped in and saved the housing. Johnson said.
The 75 families now living at Spartan City hope the hoard will step in
again.
The t ciii lies association wrote a letter to the board asking to he placed on
the hoard’s May agenda in an effort to
get recognition of its problem by. the
trustees.
At a meeting with Spartan City residents last month, Fullerton said 31 could
be feasible for married students vs ithout
children to share apannicrit, at Spartan
Village, which now. hoius . single students.

the construction of the Student Union
Recreation and Events Center. said Design and Construction Manager Barbara
Pluta.
In a letter to Student Union Director
Ron Barrett, Sonneman outlined four
reasons why a landscaped Ninth Street
would be beneficial to students:
, Students walking through the
landscaped area would receive a break
from the concrete and asphalt which
dominates the environment in downtown
San Jose.
, Visitors would he more favorably
impressed with the campus.
, The university previously made a
commitment iii landscape Ninth Street as
a condition icur partially’ closing the street
from San Salvador Street on the south to
San Fernando Street on the north.

, The citizens of San Jose will
evaluate the merits of closing East San
Carlos Street between Fourth Street and
Tenth Street in the next few years.
Barrett said the money had been expected since Sonneman had said previously he would donate the money.
"Certainly, we appreciate it," Barrett said.
"It is a very helpful. It’s a nice
thing he did, but that money will go to
help the students."
Sonneman said during his efforts to
downgrade the San Carlos Street. the
issue was raised by city planners and
members of the community.
He thinks that landscaping of Ninth
Street would go a long way in shoring up
better relations with these groups.
"It’s really ugly to have to have an
asphalt street as compared to a landscaped street." he said.

Dolphins dying off Brazil
RIO DF. JANEIRO. Bra/il (AP,
- Nearly 2.((X) dolphins. mainly females and babies, have died off Brazil’s northeastern coast over the past
four days, a hiologist said
’the dolphins’ bodies have been
found in the water and on shore near
hacare, a remote fishing community
1490 miles northeast of Rio de Janeiro.
said Eliana SiMati, coordinator of the

Esish Deyelopment Superintendency.
"We have no idea what has
caused the mass death," Simas told
the Associated Press in a telephone
interview Tuesday front Salvador.
230 miles from Itacare.
"We only found out about this
late Tuesday and can’t even speculate
before water and specimen tests are
complete." he said.

rPARTICIPATING
TOYOTA
DEALERS
Alameda
Ron Goode Toyota
1825 Park Street
(415) 522-6400
Antioch
Val Strough Toyota
1600 West 10th Street
(415) 754-8660
Berkeley
Toyota of Berkeley
2400 Shattuck Avenue
(415) 845-2530
Concord
Concord Toyota
1090 Concord Avenue
(415) 682-7131
Daly City
City Toyota
6399 Mission Street
(415) 755-5500
Dublin
Ozzie Davis Toyota
6450 Dublin Court
(415) 829-7700
Fremont
Autowest Toyota
38555 Fremont Boulevard
(415) 795-9595
Hayward
S&K Toyota
21715 Mission Boulevard
(415) 889-7100
Napa
Vintage Toyota
583 Soscol Avenue
(707) 255-7600
Novato
Novato Toyota
7505 Redwood Highway
(415) 897-3191
Oakland
Downtown Toyota
3020 Broadway
(415) 547-4635
Palo Alto
Toyota of Palo Alto
690 San Antonio Road
(415) 494-2100
Redwood City
Thompson Toyota
525 East Bayshore Road
(415) 365-0633
Richmond
Richmond Toyota
516 23rd Street
(415) 234-1212
San Bruno
Melody Toyota
750 El Camino Real
(415) 588-2313
San Francisco
Bob Reynolds Toyota
3800 Geary Boulevard &
2nd Avenue
(415) 752-4111
San Francisco
Toyota of San Francisco
2300 16th Street
(415) 626-2300
San Jose
Penske Toyota
2108 North First Street
(408) 436-8890
San Jose
Toyota of Almaden
750W. Capitol Expressway
(408) 267-0500
San Mateo
Mike Harvey Toyota
790 North San Mateo Drive
(415) 579-4380
San Rafael
Dexter Toyota
445 Francisco Boulevard
(415) 456-7071

or. Robert Latta
. .4 WS (Win’mitt
Records do about 10 big mailings during
two semesters.
"We have mailed pamphlets for
Spartan Shops and measles immunize non." she said
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left .
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gx)Id bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’n
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 771i.
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Santa Clara
Stevens Creek Toyota
4425 Stevens Creek
Boulevard
(408) 984-1234
Santa Rosa
Freeman Toyota
2875 Corby Avenue
(707) 542-1791
Sunnyvale
Toyota-Sunnyvale
898 West El Camino Real
(408) 245-6640
Ukiah
Lance Toyota
2650 North State Street
(707) 462-8818
Vallejo
Toyota of Vallejo
1833 Solano Avenue
(707) 552-4545
Walnut Creek
Toyota Walnut Creek
2100 North Broadway
(415) 933-7440
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TOYOTA CLASS OF ’137
NOW IT’S POSSIBLE TO
BUY OR LEASE A NEW TOYOTA
WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT
Graduates: If you’ve received a verifiable job offer, we want to get you and your new career
off to a great startwith a brand-new Toyota.
Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and your participating Toyota dealer are now making it possible to get
the credit you deserve with two Class of ’87 "quick approval" financing programs.
If you qualify, you can buy or lease a new Toyota and generally no down payment or security
deposit will be required! What’s more, we can even process your loan within 24 hours.** See your
participating Toyota dealer for program specifics.
To apply, you’ll need a current driver’s license and proof of employment or job offer!" You may
find it helpful to bring along any bank or credit card numbers. Once you’re approved, you can take
your choice of the most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, including the
all-new Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback.
So come on down to your participating Toyota dealer today. Fill out an application, and then buy
or lease your new Toyota. Purchase or lease arrangements must be completed by June 30,1987
A new career and a new Toyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More!
LEASE EXAMPLE: 1987 Standard Bed Truck, model 8200, based on
manufacturer’s suggested retail price. 48 monthly payments of $131.77,1 totaling $6324.96.’
End -of-lease purchase option, $2813.16.’ No further end-of-lease liabilities, except abnormal wear and tear and excess mileage.
No down payment required on
eligible models, provided the
amount financed is not more
than the Toyota manufacturer’s
suggested retail price, plus the
cost of factory -installed optional
equipment and required tax and
license fees
-Loan approvals M -F. 8 30-5 00
Proof of insurability required and
no adverse credit history
Employment to begin within 120
days of loan approval date
’Amounts may vary according to
location, actual dealer price may
vary

TOYOTA Timm]
MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION

Toyota Standard Bed Truck

Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Littback

TOYOTA

TEST-DRIVE A NEW TOYOTA
AND RECEIVE A TOYOTA
CLASS OF ’87 T-SHIRT.
40’
go’

WHO
COULD
ASK
FOR ANYTHING
MORE!

Come in and testdrive any new Toyota
before June 30,1987, and
show us your student ID
card!’ We’ll mail you an
official Toyota Class of ’87
T-shirt.ttt

Get More From Life

TOYOTA CLASS OF ’87
TEST-DRIVE COUPON

’All college students with valid student
ID’s are eligible
’ Limit one per person while supplies last

t 1987 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S A., Inc.

Buckle Up’

Bring this coupon to your participating
Toyota dealer for your free test drive. After your test drive,
we’ll mail you a Toyota Class of ’87 T-shirt.

L_

This coupon valid until June 30.1987 Oner good while supplies last
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High school freshmen observe SJSU
Graffiti
can be art,
grad says
By Julie Laffrenzen and
Elisha Arnone
Daily staff writerDaily staff wnters

Michael Burke
Verha Buena !Ugh School students watch as continuing education student Pat NIullen demonstrates glass blowing. ’Fire

presentation was part

In the bright sunlight of the Art
Quad Wednesday morning, graduate student Claude Ferguson prepared to give a
speech to 67 freshmen attending Yerba
Buena High School.
Part of the day’s events for "A Date
With State," an excursion planned by
the Task Force for Educational Enhancement for Humanities and Arts, Ferguson
stood in front of a large canvas, carefully
spray painted as he spoke -- by two
of his students from a class he teaches at
the San Jose Museum of Art.
"There is mystery and romance in
graffiti art," Ferguson said.
Since it is illegal, a lot of the glamour has to do with not getting caught, he
said.
The students from Yerba Buena
watched in fascination as artists Nexus
Ortiz and Fijay Johnson worked on their
piece, using hold hot pinks, vivid greens
and electric blues on the canvas.
Graffiti art started in New York in
about 1972. Ferguson said. A great deal
of it was "tagging," which consists only
lit’ people
tossing off their names on
buildings around town.
However, as graffiti an became
more involved, a second mode called
"writing" emerged. This is the true artistry of graffiti. Ferguson said.
"Graffiti artists are called ’writers’
instead of ’artists,’ " Ferguson explained. "Writers are the ones doing the
artwork."
Daily staff photographer

C’olor was added by writers wielding spray paint cans around 1974 and
1975. Also around this time, there was a
big push by the city to eradicate graffiti
art. Ferguson said.

of a program to recruit minorities.

Minority recruitment ’date’ made for future students
By Julie Laffrenzen
Daily staff writer
Freshmen from N’erha Buena High
School in San Jose. dressed for the predicted 911 degree weather, tumbled off
buses early Wednesday morning brighteyed and eager for "A Date With
State."
Sponsored by the Task Force for
Educational Enhancement for Humanities and Arts, the day -long "date" excursion included art demonstrations, a
concert giy en by the a,, singers and

’These kids are so
excited. They would
come up to me all week
asking, ’Have you gotten
my permission slip yet?
Am I going?’
Dora :tmezquita,
counselor, Verba Buena Iligh
concert choir. and a performance of a
portion ot a play in the theatre Arts Department
This is an Mort to recruit minority
students to campus:* said Deborah Kennedy . coordinator if the event and assn.-

tam I hc -sue mate dean of the School 4,t
Humanities Mid Ans.
The inaM goals ot the task force are
to increase minority student recruitment
to the School of flumanit ie. and Arts and
to tiring more (A 0111C11 and minority lac,
414 members into the school, Kennedy
said.
The task force consists of about 40
student volunteers and about 15 volunteers front the faculty and community,
she said.
The Yerha Buena students, all recommended by their teachers or by their
school club advisers. will by tracked by
the university during their high school
careers. said Dora Amezquita, counselor
and director of the task hoc.: at Yerba
Buena High.
They will he invited to attend
workshops and programs at SJSU during
their four years at Yerba Buena in an effort to make college an attractive possibility.
Keeping track 4,1 the students has
never been tried before, although this is
the second year the task force has had
freshmen visit campus. Kennedy said.
Ametquita who is in charge of recruiting outstanding freshmen, said they
have been working with SJSU on the
project since the beginning of the year.
"They contacted us about the project in January." Ametquita said.
"Buses were donated by the school district and we all came over here at 8 a.m.

"These kids are so excited. They
y.ttuld come up to me all week asking.
’Have you gotten my permission dip
yet? Am I going?’ This is the first time
on a college campus for a lot of them.
It’s a great chance for them to sec what a
campus is like and what goes on," she
said.
Atocispitla said many of the students will be starting from scratch, learning what majors and minors are and how
college is different from high school.
The excursion, which cost the students nothing, consisted almost entirely.
of donated services. Besides the tour
guides used Wednesday. Kennedy’s is
the only paid position. she said.
Food was donated for lunch by the
Pueblo de San Jose Kiwanis, and student
and faculty members volunteered their
time. Kennedy said.
51S11 sophomore Peter Bedard, last
year’s event coordinator, showed up as a
student volunteer this year. Besides helping with the activities, Bedard is assistant director of "A Midsummer Night’s
Dream." the play the students saw part
of during the afternoon’s events.
The Santa Clara County Office of
Education provided funding for the coordinators and materials used during the
day, she said
Other funding needed came fnmi
the university, she said.
The event began at 9 a.m. with a
short speech from Fred Spratt, dean of

IT’S MARCARITA MADNESS
AT THE OUTLOOK!
THIS WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
NICHT ONlY1

’This is an effort to recruit
minority students to
campus.’
Deborah Kennedy.
event coordinator
the School of Arts and Humanities.
"You’re an important group of
young people," he told the 67 freshmen
gathered
in
the
Music
Auditorium. "You’ve been singled out by what
other people see in you. You’ve already
gained the respect of others.’’
From there, the students, divided
into three groups, went off to the Art
Building for demonstrations in the Art
Quad. the Master’s Gallery and the industrial design classmom. Graffiti artist
Claude Ferguson lectured in the bright
sunlight of the quad as two of his street
art students sprayed paint on canvas behind him.
"Young people usually like graffiti
art," Ferguson said.
A performance try the tan sinvers

and a concert choir in the Music Auditorium followed. Then the groups split up
to attend a computer presentation in
Sweeney Hall, given by the Career Planning and Placement program.
’(The demonstration) is to help
generate career categories v..1111 the students’ interests." Kennedy said. "They
plug in their interests and the computer
them if they should go into interior
design, or whatever.
Lunch was then held in the barbecue pits near the Central Classroom
Building, followed by a dance presentation and the section of "A Midsummer
Night’s Dream" in the Theatre Arts Department.
"We’re presenting the fight scene
between the losers.’’ Bedard said
Wednesday morning before the demonstration.
When ecerything was over. Ante,quita praised the task force’s efforts.
"I have been to a number of tours
(at other universities.) This one was the
best organized," she said.
"Thc students seem to enjoy themselves," Kennedy said. adding she
thought the da had heen .1

The police would come in to wash
graffiti murals off buildings and subways
almost as soon as writers finished their
work, but the writers would be back the
very next day to do their work over
again, he said.
"Kind of like Robin Hood," he
said.
Now sanctioned as an art form by
the San Jose Museum of Art, Ferguson
teaches graffiti writing as part of a class
in street art at the museum, he said.
"We’re working on a building now
at I I th and Taylor streets," he said.
The building, which had been defaced by taggers. was given to the streetart program by the Community Improvement Agency of San Jose so the
graffiti writers could replace the vandalism with a mural, he said.
"Taggers don’t mess with a piece
done by writers," Ferguson said.
The work gives a positive social
message against drugs and drinking to
the youths of the area, as opposed to the
negative image of graffiti which occurs
when taggers vandalize buildings, he
said.
Other work done by Ferguson includes an entire store at 19th and Julian
streets. he said

Limited Franchising Is
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Yours and Ours.
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In 1%1. at age 11
lohn N Galardi
opened the first
Wienent hmitel
in Wilmington.
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& Terrace

Any Flavor
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Four years later lohn
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a leading pioneer in
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Inlet N. Galardi, Prosniont. (;.11,trili Group, 1w.

If you meet the
above qualifications and would
like to be a pan 01 OW SUCCINSIul
team, or know of an individual
whose goals could he fulfilled
with this opportunity. contact us
todav
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C.alaide Gmup Int .
WOMIPIll hnottel Divnion
Original Hamburger Stand Division
4440 Win Kerman
Newport Beath, (A 926567460
(.141 712.5800
Inside ( A 18001 412 1116
(Which. ( A 18001 854-6141

,I, and naden..11, or 1,41.nit i..,.
VW *111 be interviewing on Campus, Monday, APRIL 27.
Foy turItter information. t.nntat I the Career Planning I. Vla«.onent t enter.
Looking forward to meeting you’
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The allocation of lottery hinds is to he simplitied by a policy approved by the Academic Senate Monday
Faculty members will not find applying tor lottery hinds
quite so difficult if the recommendation becomes university
policy, said faculty Sen Peter Buianski

Spring is here
Any doubts about the tact were dispelled Wednesday
night at I I th and San Antonio streets, where the first Welt’
fight ill the season took place.
There are as many versions of what happened as there
were participants and spec talon. - and estimates range triii
50 to "at least 200

Resident, id Spartan City filed suit against SJSU and university administration yesterday.
A news conference was held at Spartan City yesterday to
discuss the suit in which housing discrimination against students with children. blacks and Hispanic, was an issue.

Sports
s psi r

baseball team lost 7-5 to Stanford University in a
non-league game Tuesday . making it their 20th loss this sea ton
SJSU’s men’s tennis team beat West Valley 6-3 in last
home match of the season *Fuesday afternoon, ending its twogame losing streak.

Berke Breathed
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

952 S J 95108. con 280-5055
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth eyes
And money too For information
and brochure see AS OM. or
.11(408) 371-6811
WILL YOU GET A share of 512 billion
student aid fund in 87 or 88,
Find out where when and how to
apply DANA REPORT 55 Student Information Center. P0 Bon
3463. Santa Clara Ca 95051

oolongs’ Call 370-9090
PAINT

AMERICA’ Student painters
lull time great opportunity Call
Paul al 9834900 277,8164

PART 0 FUL L TIME RETAIL HELP"
National tom preparing for Spring
8. Summer work If accepted you
will earn S11 75 starting. PT 1201
earn per wit equal $235 FT 140)
earnings per wk equal $470 No
cap is needed because of our intensive on the job training program Good math & reading skills
are a plus Some evening 8 weekend positions are available &
some flexibility is allowed during
final exams in addition if you
qualify corporate scholarships
are awarded internships are possible 8 you may earn 2.34 cred
Its qtr or semester During your
winter spring S especially summer breaks full time work is awed

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
84.RN STOP
.516N5, CUT TEIEPI4Ov
WIRES, -.413:37.46E
FRE HvORAN75, T4rioitl
E66S AT r’ARKED
FoREST
CARS,
57T
FIRES

please be patient 8 try again
eq.I opportunity company

74 CHEVY VEGA 706 Easy maint
Great commuter car $800 287-

PART TIME JOBS"’ We market auto
club memberships for the major

9479

SELL IBM COMPATIBLE computer XT complete system for
$570 AT complete system for
$1195 PC-COM computer & accessories 4045 3rd Sr corner of
San Salvador. 295-1606 We ac
cept Visa or MC

FOR SALE
FUTONS,’ CREATE YOUR own living
S sleeping space with our futons
pillows & frames Customs Futons 8 Pillows Pius. 900 S Winchester Blvd ibetwn Moorpark ft
WilliarnsiSen Jose 796-6161 IV.
Discount on futons w ad
CAN OWN A NEW GRAND
DEL TA 10 -speed for less than
585 MHC Bicycle Sales offers
low-cost transportation needs for
the student Ail sales final 30 day
guarantee Days 942-7736 Eves
293-4780 ask for Joe

YOU

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTING -PT

flex hours -strong

collections bkgrnd cosh receipts
ar deposits 1408)727-7757
AIRLINES
CRUISELINES
HIRING,
Summer
Career’
Good
Pay
Travel Call for guide cassette.
newsservice, (9161944-4400 e20
ART 8. DRAMA SPECIALIST needed
for a summer line arts day camp
In Santa Clara Full time asp
w children amcst Call Julie at
984-3257 Slerts al 55 95 hr
DAY

CARE RESPITE

WORKERS

needed to work w disabled chit,
dren E. required Mary Kate
554-9591
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Part time-Avis
Rent A Car is now accepting applications at it s San Jose Airport
location Please apply at 1455
NE Airport Blvd between Earn
and 4prn Monday through Friday
EARN 5400-5600 per month part -lime
52000-66000 lull time Call Mike al
354-7879
BARN 5200-5250 CASH WEEKENDS
Muniplans DANA Report $4 Student Information Center P0 Boa
3463. Santa Clara Ca 95051
IARN $100 to $500 and more weakly
Horneworkers needed for company project Work in your spare
time For furthet information rush
stamped sell addressed envelope
to JIM Mallcompany P0 Box 25.
Cast... Ca 91310
RN $19010 WO and more weekly
Horneworkers needed for corn -

4
1

party project Work in your spare
Ie. For further information rush
@noosed self addressed envelope
to JIM Mallcompany. P0 Box 24
Castel, Ca 91310

liNCYCLOPEDIA SALES’ Map your
own
prosperity earn
$240 per
sale plus additional incentive
payment We offer a complete line
of educational products We offer
free video training For an interview cell Mr Mead at 241-3795
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is screPting
applications
for
bustler
and
wager lunch end dinner Good
student job Coll 280-6161 374 S
51 51
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTU
NITS" Be a counselor at Camp
Wayne in NE Penn Nem fun
family alma. Specialists needed
In all sports watertront arts
computers camping Campus in
Write 570
ter-views wronged
Broadway Lynbrook NY 11563 or

1920 s DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style 1 bedroom Avail
able tor mature person Long term
preferred Must be ...oily responsible. clean quiet and sober
only 551-553 S 6111 Sr
2530989707-2077 after 5pm $450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY
1920 DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style 1 bedroom Avail
able for mature person Long term
preferred Must be financially re
soon.ble clean quiet and sober
only 551 553 S 6th St 293-013119
after 5pm
PANCY

companies Part-time, easy
hours weekly paychecks 57 to
515 hourly commission complete
training provided Great experience for your resume R C SMITH
CORP 247-0570
PART TIME SALES’ Resume and writing service excellent commissions Bay Areas most experienced Sluden1 discounts Career
Center at 243-4070

ANDROGYNOUS self -applied hair
skin care Assured confidential
info VIKTORiVesetort Ind dish
270-3774 or 629-7724 SH-21 1 M
F
New
unadvertised
break
through.
EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First-class metaphysical counseling is eacellent for finding Ille direction and purpose vocational
guidance
clarifying

deep sell -knowledge
life
transitions
relationship compatibility
and
profound Insights Mto life dynamics and your souls path I neve

PHOTOGRAPHER

PROMOTER
looking for young adults who
went e career In the MODELING
profession Cell Howard for fur ’her info 723-4096

been in private practice as. Professional Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 and use a
vast array of techniques in sm.,
ing you A single selmlon does
the job-iarnazingly rapid effective
and practical 575 hr 545 30 min
R eeeee nces Carol Willis II A Call
14081 734-9110 for appoi ammo or
lobe pieced on he mailing list for

San Jose s finest athletic club has
II pt openings for desk restaurant
and fitness positions Call Mike Z
al 267-3700
SECURITY
OFFICERS,"
lime part time all shifts We
gain Apply in person Mon
Slam.4prn 260 Meridian Ave

Full
will
-Fri
San

Jose call 286-5880
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE" Caring for children 2-5 yrs near campus 53 50 Sr Call 293-2288
TELEMARKETING
full part time

START

TODAY
Flexible hours

54 hr to sled
commission 8
bonus A national carpet cleaning
company is looking for enthuslar
tit persons to help expand its Bay
area pennon
Call now 98E-

FLOTATION RELAXATION
Stressed
out,,, Come to the only nom.dun, in Northern California Imagine yourself floating one 30.. so line solution Your body forgets
the water
The muscles that
usually hold you against gravity
can now Let Go, The experience
is like floating in space Results*
Total muscular relaxation you
come away from the experience
feeling you ve been vacationing
for a week in Maul Call now for nor better still as a first
time floater call Or an appoint 01e01 and bring this ad tor s 25..
discount a float for 130 TRAN-

Est, S5 25 hour plus bonuses
and nightly incentives We want
motivated enthusiastic people
Monday through Friday from 4 309pm and Saturday 10 to 3pm With
right person hours can be flexible Call 378-3382 ask tor KIM

SI
Santa Clara. Ca
7200

LARGE BDRM w walk in closet Available now to 1 or 2 people In luxury
apt CHEAP Brian 247-81325
POST

FURNISHED ROOM kitchen
Privileges r 2 block to college
non-smokers only call 297-7679
for appointment

ROOM FOR RENT M F to share Willow
Glen house near SJSU $325 mo
plus utilities 559-8218 eves
ROOMMATE WNTD 0 share 4 bdrrn
houm w 3 girls large rm w own
bthrrn wall, in closet se...leen
trance Has washer cellar nice
yard A garage $325 no call days
432-1727 4253 eves 793-3507

more
write

FREE information please
National Horne Shoppers

Box 903513 San Jose. Cs 95109
KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES’ We love all
twenty of you, Was the FASTER
BUNNY good to you, I luv you
Amy’ YBS
SHARI FERNANDEZ’ Where are you,
Are you dead, Call ma or serge
John 0 Box 2939 SC U 95053
SUGAR -LIPS, why Wont you answer
my calls, I feel the same about
you Pleas* talk to me’ Your
SNICKER-BAR BOY

STUDIO APT 2 mil. NORTH of campus $425 mo has oaf. on I stuone>
Call 2158dy bdnn for

TO OUR FAVORITE ATO
Thanks for
a great Spring brnkTAU-HOE 87
fun like ewes never had Wore

E647 275-9509 or 1-800-874-4200
Also need part.rime manager
starling In May

ervetion now also.

bed
one
Call
re.

See you TONIGHT center stag*
love your favorite ALPHA PHI.

SERVICES
BACKACHE? PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC -Weft Is currently
accepting patients for FREE inamInstIons1 Ointment as part of

PROC

tion and good record keeping
nills Call Liz at 14151 493-1800
oat 445
GENERAL OFFICE CLERK varied duwknds Cell
,
lies flee hrs. noes
Debby Janet 51 796-7393
INSURANCE COMPANY has two port time typing positions available
40-45 WPM Monday Friday 4-6
day between 8 30arnhis
45.1 Call 796-1810 eel 203
JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ ewe for Mt,
dente Join our marketing stag
Take new and ref..’ magazine
orders by phone Mon-Weds II
Sat A Sun

Oul.trindlng earning

9Iff!railiE I LIASXST 00HI YOu ALYtisr
BACK FI30/1 SToPPING orrszvoi< so HAD IT
REP
ME
Rorcf
/WON (Ol/f? PRESEP
MENACE
UNIFORfill

WANNA MAKE
MONEY?
ADVERTISE IN DAILY
Call
277-3171

THE
ULTIMATE
PHALLIC
Sr/18_04.
4-7

oH
VERY
WELL,

BIFF
SEE IT?
YOURGVAP

Home On The Range

Bill Lukas

appointment

0600 Mon thru Sal ’Sun by
appl only) licensed -bonded -mobile 10v. discount on labor with
this ad Special rates for senior
citizens. SJSU students. start &
faculty FREE estimates ’EMERGENCIES ANYTIME’ Call Ron
Evergreen Locksmith &
Security Services. 270-3277 San
Jose An work guaranteed

Classified

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of XSJS
You ve got the party we ve got
the music, Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable fetes Call Desiree
or Phil al 249-2820 432-5333
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by a SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
and deluxe prok.ges
10
available Complimentary 8
when you mention this ad For
Paul
appointment
call
FREE
Smith Photography .1 254-1329
Budget

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
Vita sensitive touch A variety
of packages to choose from all
reasonably priced By appointment 14081 259-5941

TYPING

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing PJ s Word Processing Service offers quality
guaranteed work Experienced in
term papers. thesis group pro.
jects resumes manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from campus Call PJ al 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923
8461 Art. STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats lAPA. MLA, Turabian
etc land group projects welcome
Free spell check and disk storage
Experienced thesis and publication typist Standard and micro cassette transcription Word processing instruction available 9 to
By
eppointment
5
Mon -Fri
Chrystal 923-8461

AAAA

ACCURACY ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing that s tops
trust Tony 296-2087
Thanks
St SO per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All wort, gum
ante. Thanks

AA AAH
PERFECTION’
LASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing at Its bast Have
done own masters thesis Expert
enced in resumes letters theses,
professional back-up 8 group
projects No job too small or too
large Reasonable Call Barba at
926-4370 TODAY’
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex,
Ferenced professional word propapers
cessing
theses
re
sumes office overflow mailings
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min
utes from camp. Words and
More (Pamela) 923-7810
A

theses, letters whatever Guar
anteed eacellence Experienced
word processors, dependable
fast and available NE San Jose
Call 251-0449

BEST PAPER when we ve word processed It’ Professional typing
famine of your term papers

ACCURATE
ACCOMPLISHED
AWARD WINNING typist 10 minutes from SJSU 10 years caper,
ence typing research papers.
manuscripts tape transcription
and will meet all deadlines Hourly
rates Work guaranteed Jane al
251-5942
APA format

term paper, thesis welcomed 10 years typing word pro ceasing reap l.etren quality print Mg Very competitive rare. and
fast turn around available Students receive discount with 113
ask or
Access Dale 281-4982
Toren

A -PLUS TYPING 12 years experience
1 2 block from bus bide Rapid
turnaround Selectric II A Epson
minimum
SI 50 page
LO-800
charge $5 Available noon days
a week Call Tom al 292-4096
PROCESSING
WORD
BEARABLE
Term papers theses book menu
scripts resumes cover letters
merging lists etc Minor editing
available Free dish storage Sal
Cell Nile
isf action guaranteed

heave rnesngel 267-2149

Call 365-1012

Four
Days
$5 00
$580
$660
$740

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business legal word
processing needs Ter& papers
reports resumes cover letters
group projects manuals theses
dissertations etc All academic
formals
APA Free disk storage SPELCHEK puncluetion and
grammar assistance
All work
guaranteed Professional. quick &
dependable service el AFFORDABLE RATES.. Call Pam al 247
2681 (Santa Claret Further sae.
ings with referrel discounts.

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports
theses group protects resumes
APA a specialty Quick return on
all napers All work guaranteed
Per page and hourly rates Almaden Branham area Free disk Storage
PROF
STENO
TYPING
SERVICE at 764-4504

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and sty.
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters
reports resumes publications.

FINEST KIN() WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers all lengths
5150 page typing 8 spelling double space St 85 page typing IL
full proof-reading Campbell area
local pickup 8 delivery 866.6960

manuscripts
correspondence
dc Will aid in grammar spelling
punctuation For prompt 7 day
response
leave message for
Pamela at 280.1821

DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAL. Proles
atonal student typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
fast’ Perfect finished documents
from laser printer I no typos
whiteout etc I SI 50 per pegs
Call Sharon at 358-2717 (To my
repeal clients call to reserve time
fOr your projects before end -al semester rush Is on.)

PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pa
pars theses and dissertations
Help with organization grammar
and punctuation Plaits. call 5510650
RESUMES... Distinctive and Professional We write and print your resume presenting your qualifications in a way that gets you the
lob Letter quality laser printing
Cover letters and envelopes also
avail Rea.neble rates Student
discounts Call us’ Dion Ruttiness

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 2669448 Former English major can
assist w grernmar
vocabulary
sentence
structure
Term research papers lAPA Turablan
Campbell)
also resumes cover
let legible copy please Students
and faculty welcome Willow Glen
are essy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 266-9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers

ices Fast ressonable and near
university Call 0108)292 4047
offers
SUN -RISE
PUBLICATIONS
quality editing typing service*.
Quick
turnprocessing
word
around Reasonable rates Call
257-4333 or visit at 4255 Williams
Rd

Suite #24 San Jose

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES" Need
help, Call SOS’ Word Pro
cesIng Spell Check Lefler Oust
ity Printers Resumes 110 copies
incl I Cover Letters
Envelopes
choice of paper
Photocopies
Yet
Inexpensive
Esperionced
735-8845 (Sue’ SUnnYvMe
REASONABLE RATES"
Santa Clara area Call Patti at 2465633

TYPING"

TYPING $200 page resume 55 11 up
minimum charge $5 We use IBM
compatible Wordstar word processor and letter quality printer
PC-COM 401S 3rd Sr corner of
San Salvador One block from
campus Call 295.1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
them dissertation manuscript
English French Spanish
14081
371-8220
WORD PROCESSING’ Term papers
repo. etc
Students. faculty
Fast accurate Convergent loc.
lion oft 1280 Leigh Call Linda for
rates at 998-0764
WORD PROCESSING. Students Instructor. small business Term
papers thesis resumes man
toes dismerlations mass melting.
Reasonable
spell check
etc
rstes Call K & R Desktop Services at 274.7671 Limited pick up
delivery

Communications at 986,1602

WORD

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES PROFES
SION AL typing and business
services Fast reasonable and
near university Call 14081 292
4047

ZEE.

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFESSIONAL typing II business rimy

theses 8. dissertations ’Campbell
Turabilin APA 3rd 401 screen

PROCESSING term were
special protects etc Quick turn
around .111272.0414
TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast accurate work
...be seven days week Located in the Blossom Hill San%
Teresa area Call 385-10Q

Print Your Ad Here
(count appropmately 30 leaers and spaces for each Ime)
.111

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$7 15
80

quested) proof disc storage Student facully
discounts
Quick
turnaround Santa Clara
2067,025

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL, Two
linger typing got you down’ Then
call Gad at A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
theses 287-8441 if no answer
please leave message

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Day
Days
i nes $3 55
$4 35
$515
4 uses $435
ines $515
$600
1, Ines $595
$680
I ach Additional Line Add $

plays resumes covet & tollow tip
letters manuscripts lbooks art
cies short Monett transcription
FREE SPELCHEK copy edit lit re-

TERESA
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
AREA fast accurate typing and
word processing availeble seven
deys a week Academic business
and personal typing welcome

g

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$105
$1 20
$135
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

OPERATORS

NEEDED at VARIAN Full grme
weekend shift (Fri.’’, Saturday
Sunday. Monday) Requires U S
citizenehlp a technical orienta-

Gene Mahoney

KEYS MADE LOCKOUTS opened re
keying. locks LI deedbolls in
stalled. master keying Call 9 00

call 516-599-4562
EXHAUST

Good Clean Fun

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC"
ON
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
135 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose cell 247-7486 for

penses related to pregnancy to be
discussed
INSTANT CREDIT" NO rredlt check’
No interest charges, You are eligible’ Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog VCR jewelry and

SJSU AREA 2br lb. new carets, palm
clean remodld 555 S 13th St
deposit 415-364-1159
$610 mo

SUMMER RATES NOW, bees 1
apt with 2 big baths Campus
block $050 no Security bldg
287-5316 867 0642 Make Fall

EERIE. Is that ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for ideas or what to
build, SHI Electronics is coinmitted to offer low cost consulting needs for the student Cell
days 942-7736. Eves 293-4780
ask tom Joe

Sunday brunches lectures Tues
dey Lunch and learn
Israeli
dancing
holiday celebrations
For information call Mlle’ at 29483 II
IF YOU ARE PREGNANT and considering adoption we are a happily
married childless couple Call
anytime ’4151447-3793 keep trying
All calls confidential. ex-

,

RE -writing
SERVICES
EDITORIAL
Thesis development preparation
Stallslic All holds Cistalog Ben
.Ny015)526-4957 841-5036

14081 243-

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbet dinners parties

1.4,

4.

DATA ANAL YSIS
Clear expla
nations reasonable UNI b multiva
Research
flats Mlistic a
ZBS
Assoc 015) 349-0407

QUILITY PLACE 445 Washington

HOUSING

housekeeping service Shared or
single rooms evallable OBI. 72
N 5th St .11998-0234

price Unwanted Hair Disappears
Gwen Chelgren
With My Care
R E
5593500 1645 5 Bascom
Ave *C
Hall Today Gone To
morrow

298-2308

0720

AFFORDABLE HOUSING, Near San
Jose State for students Don t
hassle parking walk to school
tree utilities monthly disc Fully
furnished
color
TV VCR and

BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving waxing
tweezing or using chemical depth
tones Let me permanently remove your unwanted loor ichin
bikini tummy moustache etc)
15 percent di.ount to student.
and faculty Cell before June 1
1987 and get your first net at I2

lectures workshops cl
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
men Went to establish a lasting
relationship’ Plea. cell Brian at

TELEMARKETING. START TODAY’
Work in a friendly atmosphere
We will train you to make top S

TG1 FRIDAY s RESTAURANT now hiring waiter sssss & line cooks
Apply in person btwn 2-4 wkdys
10343N Wolfe Rd Cupertino

$450 SINGLE OCCU-

PERSONALS

An

oil

COMPUTERS
WE

2EI0RM 28TH secure bldg Perking
walk to SJSU 5625 ma
deposit Call 279-5070

viwOALISfrl
MAKEs ME
So
Vs1(91Y- WA94Y.

a research project If you nave
had low slew pain for more than
six months & are 20-55 years old
the
college
at
call
please
14081244-8907 1401

3 BORM HOUSE It? blk to SJSU
part turn Students garages park
non smokers only $750 mo 1st 8
last
deposit Call 297-7679 for
appointment

Cell today for info 8 an Interview
or call Mon Fri between 10am
2pm 275-9885 II the line is busy

AUTOMOTIVE

A fACH

poirora

. . . in 1982
The Student Union’s longstanding "open to the conmiu
nity policy has prompted some students to complain that they
can’t play their favorite v idol games.
Some SJSU students have claimed that the video game,
located in the games area on the bottom level 01 the Union, anc
being monopolued by community youngsters.
When I want to play my favorite video game." Peici
Chu. an undeclared freshman complained. "this little kid has
10 quarter, on the machine and he is nest to play I think they
should check ID,

Classified
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal 8, protessionrg grow., as Volunteer intern in world renowned local
program
Counseling
support
services admin data processing,
public awareness fund-raising
etc 13i. 8 mono -lingual an major
grad A undergrad Esperi
once from clerical to post -grad
intro -to -extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus IC EF PO 8.
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9 Lines $4600 10-14 Lines $6300
15 Plus Lines $80 00

Phone 277-3175

Address

Phone_

City 8 State

Zip

Enclosed is $

For

Lines_,_,.

Days

C,rtie Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

Housing
For Sale

Services
lost & Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Classified Des* Locata Outside MOOS
Hours 9 00 A M lo 3 30 P
Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Deadline

Thursday, April 23, 1987/Spartan Daily
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"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I’m earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They’re the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They’re also an
important part of our country’s military
defense.
So, since I’m helping them do such
an important job, they’re helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I’m getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They’ll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I’m in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it backup to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000 or more
for college for just a little of my time.
And that’s a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-760(r OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438: New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
C 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
OM OF

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
AREA CODE

US CITIZEN II YES D NO

PHONE

BIRTH DATE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
OCCUPATION

ARMYmimmitai

STUDENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE DYES ONO
BRANCH

RANK

AFM/MOS

TNE iNEOPPARNON ’CU vOt UNTARk. PROVIDE ,NCLuOING *CkoR SOC$AL %CLAW. NUMBER
t 91 uSEC, FOR RE CRUMNG PURR ’SS ON.* *OUR SOON SE CuM, *RAW.
USED *0 ANAL*ZE RESPONSE ,0 ,pas at, xu*NowN .0oSC sUl
LOF

National Guard
A1CLJC13047NP

Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best.
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Calvin, Hobbes
book a giggler
By Judith Faught
Another one of today’s most
popular comic strips has made the
jump Inun the pages of newsprint to
the pages of a gloss j new book.
The humorous escapades of Calvin and Hobbes. drawn by Bill Wat-

Pages
terson, are now compiled for a solid
night of giggles into a single book apand
"Calvin
propriately
titled
Hobbes" (Andrews. McMeet, and
Parker -- Kansas City and New
York; $6.95).
For those unfamiliar with the
lovable pair. Calvin is a high-spirited
and mischievous little boy of about six
years old who explores the world with
his constant companion, a stuffed
tiger named Hobbes. Together the two
battle against the evil forces of lumpy
oatmeal, escape the evil monsters that
hide under their bed, and dnve Calvin’s parents nearly up the wall.
Its Calvin’s lively and entertaining imagination that keeps readers
laughing After all, how many people
own stuffed tigers that talk to them
and accompany them practically
wherever we go?
Here is an example of the lighthearted humor that Wanerson creates:
Calvin: Ilk) you know where babies come from?
Hobbes: Nopc.
Calvin: Well. I wonder how one
finds out!
Hobbes: Here let me sec the back

01 jour shirt. Hobbes checks the tag
on the back of (’alvin’s collar)
Hobbes: You came from Taiwan.
The cartoon, which is distributed
by Universal Press Syndicate, runs locally in both the morning and afternoon editions of the San Jose Mercury News.
The book is selling extremely
well, said Vonna Pim:rib:1, manager
of H. Dalton Bookseller in Eastridgc.
The intial shipment of approximately 40 books sold out within a
week. The second shipment was gone
in one day. she said.
"Garfield and Domesbury had
their time limits -- it’s Calvin and
Hobbes’ turn," Pimentel said.
The book is currently out of
stock at the store and on back order
from the publisher which is giving the
book another printing, she said.
B. Dalton bookstores in the Valley Fair and Oakridges Malls also report swift sales and that they are also
waiting for new shipments of the
book.
Although the cartoon is focused
toward adults. it is fine for family
reading as there are no there four-letter words or double-entendres. Parents might be concerned however
about Calvin’s references to flamethrowers as toys, squid eyeball sandwiches, or movies such as "The Cuisinart Murderer of Central High."
The book is a must have for those
already fans of Calvin and Hobbes.
For people who haven’t been introduced to the cute couple, it’s worth
checking out. if you can get a copy.

Calendar
Thc San Jose Poetry Center will
hold a special gala dinner for Galway
Kinnell. the Pulitzer Prize winning
poet tonight at Eulipia in San Jose.
Tickets are $30. Reservations can be
made by calling the center at 2772834.
Two lectures on the Mayan culture will be presented on April 29 at
7:30 p.m. in the ALBA Latin -Amen can Museum in San Jose. The presenters will include Erin Goodwin, a San
Jose State University art professor and
Fr. Francisoco Ornclas. Donations of
$12 will be requested and proceeds
from the evening will go to support
Maya comunity development in
southern Mexico and the ALBA
1.atin-American Museum. Call 2887202 for information.

San Jose Stage Company
will present Tennessee Williams’ "A
Streetcar Named Desire" through
May 3. Performances are Wednesday
through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays
at 5:30 and 9 p.m. There is also a Sunday matinee scheduled on May 3 at 2
p.m. ’rickets are S 10 for Friday and
Saturday performances and $9 for
other performances. ’rickets for students and seniors arc $6. Call 2932 I 10 for information.
The San Jose Civic Light Opera
will present "The Sound of Music"
from May 8 through May 17 at the
San Jose Center for the Performing
Arts. Call the San Jose Civic Light
Opera Box Office at 971-1212 for information.

’Take Aim’

’Twilight Zone’
trial’s warning
Areal -life Hollywood whodunit
will finally reach its dramatic
peak in the nine -month-long
. I is i light Zone’. trial .
No matter what the final verdict
is on this involuntary manslaughter
case, the motion picture industry will
change.
Perhaps for the better.
Director John I andis. special
effects supervisor Paul Stewart,
associate producer George Folsey Jr..
production manager Dan Allingham
and helicopter pilot Dorcey Wingo are
charged with involuntary
manslaughter in the deaths of Vic
Morrow, 53, Myca Dinh I.e. 7, and
Renee Chen, O.
The three were killed while
filming a Vietnam War scene for
"Twilight lone: The Movie" in July
1982. A helicopter, flying over
special effects explosions, fell on top
of them.
I Awyers are scheduled to deliver
their closing arguments this week.
Their statements will no doubt be
moving presentations most likely
in classic Hollywood style, the kind
you might see on the television show
"L.A. lzw."

tnal has been filled with real
The
life scenes that (Inc imagines
only soap opera writers dream
up -- the tragedy on film, tearful
testimonies, doubts of witness
credibility, name calling, suspense
and mystery.
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potentially dangerous. Maybe thcj
won’t rely so much on special effects
and breathtaking stunts to make their
movies.

One could almost hear the
unmistakable theme to "Perry
Mason" as one waits for the climactic
announcement of the verdict.

Audiences are getting tired or
countless high-speed car chases,
people jumping off of buildings,
bloody death scenes, machine gun
shootords and exploding bombs.

The defense contends that special
effects operator lames Camomile
mistakenly set off the explosions that
caused the helicopter to crash.

Instead of using such dangerous.
expensive and time-consuming
scenes, film makers can resort to
better storylincs and solid
performances and direction, which
means better movies for audiences to
see.

However, prosecuters say that
the film makers did not take adequate
steps to ensure safety for the actors.
If convicted, the five film makers
could be sentenced to up six years in
prison.
No matter what the outcome, the
trial will serve as a ghostly reminder
for the motion picture industry.

predicting the results of the trial

is a difficult (Inc to make. One
may say that the tragedy was an
accident that the five defendants could
not foresee.

Along with the obligation of
entertaining audiences, film
makers also have the
responsibility of ensuring the safety of
actors, stuntmen and others involved
in a production.
Film makers will think twice
before shooting a scene that is
rock
tr,s see 14.1 0
of FUMES oAt Sox oF MAZY
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111
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Amy L. Pabalan

On the other hand, one may
contend that the actors’ lives should
not have been placed in such a
dangerous situation.
Whatever the verdict, the motion
picture industry will learn a sad lesson
from the Twilight Zone" trial.
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Entertainer
The Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment
guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily,
Editor
Amy L. Pabalan
Photo Editor
April Swift
Special Sections Manager
Jett Rausis
Cover Photo by John B. Lawrence
The Sonora No. 7
Felton’s Roaring Camp and Big Tree
Narrow-Gauge Railroad uses 200 gallons of water which
is used to steam power the 600-ton engine up Bear
Mountain.
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Artwork featured
in fashion show
Hy Judith Fought
Most people go to an art show
and wander around the various objects
on display. Nut how about an art show
where the an was displayed around
the observers?
With the assistance of several
models, art was moved around the audience. It was a wearable art invitational show held at Artisan’s gallery in
Santa Cruz on April 12

Robert Airoich Daily stall

photographer

Designer I,elena models fashions designed by artists at a wearable
art fashion show at Artisan’s in Santa Cruz.

The showings included the art of
12 Bay Area designers and one des.
giner from Montana.
Among the art shovt n were hand painted and airbrushed silk clothing.
handwoven scarves, beaded accessories, and quilted garments.
A majority of the clothing was
surprisingly
conservative.
Most
women would probably not feel uncomfortable wearing the outfits that
were shown.
There were, however, some very
unusual pieces displayed. A couple of
the more outrageous pieces were two
fantasy swithwear pieces designed by
Toni Sutherland.
One was a fuscia one-piece bathing suit and the other was a turquoise
bikini. Both had plenty of netting
material attached to the suits to make
it difficult to get a tan, hut not enough
to hide anything from curious sightseers.
One of featured designers. Ra-

’Words and Music’ opens
Dylan’s works inspires mulit-media show
Br Deborah 6. Guadan
The world premiere of a multimedia theater concert told entirely
through the words and music of Bob
Dylan is scheduled to open Friday in
San Francisco.
Dylan’s works have influenced
the music industry since he began his
career at age 21. The project is the result of a former film student’s desire
to combine the meaning and influence
inspired by the singer’s career.
"Dylan: Words and Music- is
billed as a multi -media musical beCause it combines Dylan’s music, an
actor’s interpretation of his works and
a multi -projector show.
"The whole format is groundbreaking because it combines a live
concert plus the intimacy of an actor
and the variety of film,- said Peter
Landecker, director and executive
producer of the project.
All music will be performed live
by a seven-member band, but the text
of the play was taken from writings,
letters, poems, and interviews of
Dylan throughout his career.
Dylans writings and interviews
will he performed by actor Bob Miles,
who has performed on stage in New
York and has worked as a musician.
"Dylan: Words and Music"
marks the first time Dylan has ever
authorized a show based on his music
and life.
I.andecker compiled the information for the play which he began as a
film student at the University of California at 1 A1S Angeles.

As a student at UCLA, Landecker said he became tired of the false
action of theater performarees.
"I like one-man shows when the
actor talks to the audience and it’s all
real life," he said.
In 1981, he put a show together
inspired by the music and words of the
legendary folk singer and portrayed
the singer himself.
’The show was well -received,
several Los Angeles producers called
and said they liked it, Landecker said.
"The best learning goes on when
you do your own project," he said.
"Students should take advantage of
the situation they’re in at school. Most
students aren’t aware of the resources
and funds available to them."
After his production ran at
UCI.A, Landecker met Dylan at a gas
station on Sunset Boulevard. Dylan
had heard of Landecker’s show and
told him to contact his manager.
"It took a couple of years to get
the rights to Dylan’s works. At one
point hc rejected the script because he
thought it was more legend. Now it
combines legend and reality.- he
said.
Mind’s Eye Productions, the
company presenting the multi -projector section of the show, uses light show techniques to develop programs
for companies such as Apple Computers, the Sierra Club and the San Francisco Zoo. Working in the theater
with live performers is a new area for
the company.
With all the visual effects, there

’The whole format is
groundbreaking because
it combines a live
concert plus the
intimacy of an actor and
the variety of film.’
landecker,
Peter
director and executive
producer ’Dylan:
ords and Music
could be a possibility of the screen
show detracting from the words of
Dylan, but I.andecker doesn’t forsee
that as a problem.
The words are stressed and the
show is structured to enhance the
words and ideas of Dylan’s music. He
once said "I am the words" and the
goal of the production is to show who
the man behind the words really is,
1.andecker said.
The show is scheduled to run
Tuesdays through Sundays from Ap61
24 to May 31, Bargain tickets are
available for Tuesday performances
and cost $10.
Tickets for productions on any
other evening cost $17.50 and $20
Tickets can be purchased at Ticketron
outlets or are available at the ’Zephyr
Theater box office. ’Die theater is located at 25 Van Ness Ave. at Market

Street.

chaef Clark, agreed that the fashions
she creates are forms .9 wearable dri.
"My attitude is the body is a
palet and you design on it." she said
It is also important that the
clothes be wearable as well as fashionable.
’My clothes are designed to
wear well and not look foolish,"
Clark said.
"You can wear them to church,
the grocery store, or to school." she
said.
Each of Clark’s pieces. win, t.
run from $75 to $375, is a stylish
at ion .
"I
can’t
inake
something
twice that’s the whole fun of doing
it." Clark said. I won’t repeat it.’
Other designers make many copies of their designs.
Claire Russell of Santa Cruz .
who has her own line of handpainic:.
silk coordinates called "clair t.
yancc." She often creates original designs that are limited in number such
as 100 in a series.
Whenever Russell or her customers get bored of a style she usually
takes that design out of her stock.
"You have to keep the look fresh
and the style fresh." she said.
The "Art Apparel" will be on
display through the end of the month
at Artisan’s.
Artisan’s is located at 1364 Pacific Garden Mall in Santa Cruz.

Robin Green models her own
designs at Artisan’s.

Dancer -choreographer
to perform solo at SJSU
An evening of dance pertOrmances by Tandy Beal will be presented on Saturday, May 2 at 8
p.m. at the SJSU Dance Studio
:Dwane.
The performance is sponsored
by the Associated Students Program Board and the SJSU Theater
Arts dance program.
Beal, a dancer and choreographer, has created more than 60
dance and theater pieces since
1971. She formed her own dance
troupe in Santa CrU7 called The
Company. An international touring group, The Company has received awards and honiirs since its

formation more than 10 years ago.
Awards the group has received include a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
the California Arts Council. the
1..1. and Mary C. Skaggs Fonda’
lion and the Affiliate Artists program.
The dance studio theater is located at the Spartan Complex.
Room 219. Tickets for the performance is $5 for students and $7 for
the general public and are available at the door and at the Student
Union Business Office. Call 2773228 or 277-7807 for information.
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Rolling back
in time

Photos by
April Swift
The mighty "Sonora No. 7" is a
64KI-ton Shay engine.

Conductor Jack Hanson talks in the Cathedral Grove of 1,000 year-ol

Past lingers on at

narroo-gauge railroad steam trains cam I50.000 people annually.

By Julie Laffremen
History and the natural beauty of the
mountains and redwoods in Felton are the
main attractions at Roaring Camp and Big
Trees Narrow Gauge Railroad.
The featured performers arc the six
steam-powered locomotives which carry
passengers on a one-hour plus tour up to
Bear Mountain.
On this glitteringly beautiful. bright
day. Number 7. a 60-ton Shay locomotive.
was onstage at the Roaring Camp depot
preparing to carry her five packed carloads
of sightseers over the mountains and
through the woods.
The big locomotive was imposing as
she sat on the tracks, waiting for the "highball" signal from the conductor to pull
away from the station.

She is a gran& dame. gleamin
sun, puffing huskily away to hers,
the fathers who brought their chit
the camp stood around cxaminir
arms folded, imparting every sc
knowledge they had on Shay loco,
in casual, knowing tones.
Number 7. the Sonora. is th
powerful locomotive in the camp
700 gallons of water and 100 gallon
per trip. She was built in 1911 to I
specifically for logging. She looks g
a lady of 75.
The conductor comes on o
train’s P.A. system, announcing de
in a matter of minutes. He explai
two toots from Number 7’s hug
means the train will move forwar
four toots signifying that the condi
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awaiting instructions this is where the
"highball," the conductor’s signal to
move forward, collies in.
Before leaving, the conductor indicates another system of railroad tracks just
to the left of Number 7. This system is tor
the Santa Criu. Big Trees and Pacific Railway line, sister to the one traveled by
Number 7 and her five siblings. Santa
Cm,, Big Trees and Pacific offers historic
excursions front Roaring Camp to Santa
Crul. The line is in operation for only
weekends and holidays. Daily service for
this line begins on June 13.
Number 7 steams majestically out of
the station. Conductor Bob Boehm. a 1977
graduate of &1St% moves among passengers collecting tickets and then moves to
the back to conduct a history lesson of the

The locomotive wends her way
through landmarks with names like "Gri7rty Flats." "Deer Valley" and "McSkunk
Junction." The scenery is gorgeous, and
the conductor’s easygoing style of mixing
history with storytelling is compelling and
easy to listen to.
Boehm tells about the huge, three-day
fire "of mysterious origin" which burned
radraod trestle in 1976.
wooden
the
"No one knows if sparks from the
train set the fire or if it was arson," he
said. The blackened trestle stands as a silent sentinel to the blan, surrounded by
destroyed or damaged redwoods.
A switchback system was built to replace the trestle. Boehm said. The train has
to roll backward twice, once coming, once
going. to accomplish this task, which is a
little annoying but not inconvenient. After
all, more scenery can be viewed as a result.
A sandstone cliff was carved out when
the switchback system was built, and interesting fossils such as shark’s teeth were
found preserved in the rock. Boehm said.
’Seems to prove that instead of dropping into the ocean, as many people predict. California is rising out of the ocean;
he said.
At Cathedral Gnive. a perfect circle of
redwood trees growing from the same network of roots, two people dressed in INgOs
pioneer garb stop the train and load a pay -

.mikitit
"We’d better be careful. There are
some rough characters in this neck of the
woods. I heard some of them were hanging
around this weekend," Boehm warned.
Sure enough, the rowdy characters appear just as the trains get to the Bear Mountain picnic area. "They look pretty desperate and some of them look befuddled by
whiskey.’’ Boehm exclaimed.
Also dressed in pioneer fashions of
the 1880s, the outlaws and the victims mix
it up in a grand shoot-out complete with
blank -firing guns. The payroll box is
blown open by one outlaw.
"We’ll have to go without pay for the
next couple of months. Oh, well, we’re
used to it,’ ’ mourned Boehm.
But the outlaws get their just desserts,
laying "dead" on the ground where they
fell, vanquished by the glorious lawmen.
The group gets up to take their bows as
members of Shadows of the Past, an organi7ation dedicated to "re-enactments of
notorious California outlaws and gloried
lawmen."
Riders were able to get off the train at
this point to enjoy the picnic grounds. "I
forgot to tell them why this is called Bear
Mountain. Well, they’ll find out soon
enough." Boehm said.
Back in camp, passengers disembarked to wander around the replica logging town. It consists of a general store,
oil

Ilit-Rod ( ’aboosc saloon I IiNod.,
and hot dogs, not whiskey) and the Chuck
Wagon HBO, a restaurant which is open
from May through October.
The camp is surrounded by large areas
of turf where people can picnic or play tag
or Frisbee. A duck pond is nestled beside
the covered bridge, which people must
walk across to get from the gravel parking
area to the camp.
Roaring Camp and Big Trees Narrow
Gauge Railroad has three scheduled trips
on Saturdays. Sundays and holidays
through June 12. ’rhc train departs at noon.
1:30 and 3 p.m. on these days, and at noon
only Mondays through Fridays. Passengers
must buy tickets half an hour before their
trip, and the trains till up quickly.
Tickets cost $15 for adults. $7.50 for
children and free for children under the age
of three.
Roaring Camp is easily accessible
front Highway 17. Go over the summit,
then take the Mt. Hermon exit for about six
miles. Make a left at the stop sign at this
point, travel about half a mile to Roaring
Camp and Big .rrecs.
’traveling a little bit back in time at
Roaring Camp is a pleasant alternative to
the beach this summer. Pack a lunch. put
on your shorts and enjoy.

Parc ft
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Elvis Costello proves to be
the maestro of modern rock
By Hans Ingehretsen
Welcome to Elvis (’ostello’s
wheel of fortune and celebrity lounge.
Pull up a barstool. pour yourself some
Gatorade, and check out the funny looking man at the keyboards.
Maybe you’d like to go over to
the Go-Go cage and wiggle around

MUSiC
like the dancers used to on the old
"Hulabaloo" show while the funny
man in the Ruddy Holly glasses sings
rock ’n roll songs to your
about 4. (X10 of them. No, not 4.15)0 songs
4,000 people. You know
the ones
who came to see the maestro of modern rock, Elvis Costello.
Costello’s sold -out April lb
show at the San Jose Civic Auditorium was a showcase for his distinct.
wry personality. The audience sat quietly as he stood alone onstage with an
acoustic guitar and cranked out a series of songs, straining with potent
emotion as he cut his soul and bled it
out into the air for all to feel.
This guy sings with a hard passion, like he saw more than he was
supposed to and had to let it out somewhere. Lucky for us he came here to
do it, because along with his sardonic
wit and mocking smile come some of
the most poignant, dramatic songs
since Dylan started knocking words
together

Wait Just a doggone minute,
though. What’s this about a celebrity
lounge and a Go-Go cage? Thing is,
Costello wanted to have a few of his
fans up on stage with him, so for the
second half of the show, the crowd
became part of a rock’n’roll game
hokum, half vaudeshow half-TV
ville.
A huge wheel hung from the curtain behind Costello, covered with the
names of many of his songs. Audience members were invited by his
master of ceremonies. Mr. Xavier
Valentine (dressed impeccably in a set
of tails) to come onstage and spin the
wheel, then to stay onstage with Costello as he sang the songs they picked.
On one side of the stage was set
up a piano bar. the celebrity lounge.
and on the other side was the go-go
cage. The contestants could sit next to
Costello as he sang a slow melody, or
undulate wildly in the cage as he
played a rocker of a song.
Strutting about the stage in a top.
hat, Costello was a perfect game show
host, calling himself "Napoleon Dynamite." bantering with the audience
and telling stories and jokes in between songs.
When the wheel was spun to land
on a song he had just played, he slyly
kept it spinning to land on a new song.
saying. "If you can’t cheat in San
Jose. where can you cheat?" He then
launched into the song it had finally
landed on, "Every Day 1 Write the

He sang many songs picked from
off the wheel, including "Almost
Blue." "Alison." "Big Chair,"
"Girls talk." ’’Clubland," "Peace in
Our Time." and Bob Dylan’s "I
Threw It All Away.’’
Without his band. the Attractions, to back him. Costello could not
rel) on the power of the music to
move people. Instead he moved them
with the intensity of his voice.
Costello gives new meaning to
the word "consonant." spitting out
hard sounds like he is driving nails.
He has a peculiar phrasing that makes
every word sound immediate, urgent,
laden with signifigance. Like a
squeeze -doll being tortured, the words
are pulled out of him.
It might as well have been a
small club instead of an auditorium.
People listened to the music silently.
giving him all their attention. No
horsing around and talking loud like at
other rock shows. Not even any dancing. These people were here to listen.
and that’s what they did.
The first half of the show was a
slide show of a hilarious vacation
Costello had been on. It felt like Costello had the whole crowd in his living
room as he clicked from slide to slide,
telling the story of his vacation much
as your Uncle I rry does when he
bores you with the dumb details of his
trip as you sit in his old couch with the
broken spring that pokes you in the

The Cult moves toward heavy metal
By Lisa Bohadilla
Judging from its latest album, it
seems that The Cult is still in the ’70s.
On its last 1.P. "love," the band
established itself with a rico-psychedelic sound. Their new album. "Electric," continues the ’70s tradition, but
in an energetic. led Zeppelin-like metallic way, rather than a hippie sound.
The band has left its headbands

Tracks
and hippie styles behind, and has now
opted for an electric, metal sound and
an Easy Rider look. ’flits album almost makes one want to hop on a Harley.
The Cult have even reproduced
"Born To Be Wild" on this I I -song
album. Although the instruments

sound generically heavy metal, lead
singer Ian Astburys vocals arc recognizably The Cult sound.
Astbury howls and screams as if
he were a crazed hippie, as on the last
album, but the band’s sound is completely different.
load guitarist Billy Duffy’s style
is now screeching and metallic, and
the resulting sound is good and harddriving.
Every song has a screaming guitar solo, but not to the cacophonous
extent of most metal hands. However,
"Electric" is not exactly the album to
listen to on a Walkman headset unless
one is looking for a headache.
Although The Cult is touted as a
modem music band, "Electric" will
cross them over to heavy metal status.
The song "Bad Fun" will induce one
to either slam or headbang.

The songs are titled according to
the love-child era, too. There are
"Peace Dog," "Wild Flower,"
"Electric
Jacket."
"Aphrodisiac
Ocean." and "Outlaw," which
seems to be a tribute to Jimi Hendrix.
Astbury’s tambourine adds to the ’70s
sound.
The song receiving airplay on
both modern-music and heavy-metal
stations is "Love Removal Machine. The lead guitar is reminiscent
of The Rolling Stones’ "Start Me
Up," but wilder and more wrenching.
The Cult is scheduled to open for
Billy Idol next month at the Cow Palace. If they perform from both
love" and "Electric" with the intensity and electricity achieved on
vinyl, they will surely rile up Idol*s
crowd and possibly outshine him

Elvis Costello thrilled concert-goers at a recent solo appearance at
the sold out San Jose Civic Auditorium on April 16.
weird.
"Some people have light shows
Three emictirs
were delivered,
and explosions. I have home photos," the final one being a song of lovehe told the crowd, then proceeded to gone -bad from his second to last
album, "King of America." As the
tell tall talcs to accompany the slides.
Besides singing his own songs, spotlight highlighted his pained face,
Costello played the Beatles’ "You’ve he sang into the night.
Got to Hide Your Love away." Van
Morrison’s "Jackie Wilson Said" and
Well I finally found someone to
two Grateful Dead songs. "Ship of turn me upside down,
Fools" and "It Must Have Been the
And nail my feet up where my
Roses."
head should be.
All the while a small portable TV
If they had a King of Fools then I
sat on a table next to him, showing could wear that crown.
programs in black and white while he
And you can all die laughing,
sang. Sometimes Costello is a little
Cos I’ll wear it proudly.
butt.

"REX AND HERB ARE SUCH A WONDERFUL
SPOOF THAT THEY’RE WORTH THE PRICE
OF ADMISSION." PETER STACK. SF CHRONICLE
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Modern new wave band rates a Ten’
By John Bagley
The new English -sounding
American band. Ten Ten could be
on the brink of fame. If success is
not found in Amenca, it will most
likely will be struck in Europe.
The hand has cut its first

Tracks
album titled Walk On and for
those interested in the modern
new wave -rock sound, you will
love it.
The band was formed in October. 1984, consisting of four
members. Mark Lewis. lead vo-

cals. guitar, and principal songwriter; Don Runk. keyboards,
guitar, and vocals; Peter Bell,
bass and vocals: and loic Johnson
on drums.
Given their Anglo-influenced
sound and style, it’s perhaps not
altogether surprising that Ten
Ten, although from America,
made their first initial impact on
the tither side of the Atlantic.
Ten Ten is the perfect name
for this rock group. The album
consists of 10 songs that would
each rate a 10 to the modern rock
enthusiast.
Among the best of its ten

tracks is the opening "When It
Rains," and the atmospherk
"Where the Flowers Grow."
The Ten Ten sound incorpo
rates Lewis’s electric and acoustit
guitars coupled with Runk’
carefully layered keyboards and
synthesizers.
The Virginia-based band has
achieved acclaim in Europe tw
supporting Simple Minds, The
Alarm. and Simply Red, as well
as headlining their sold -out shows
in I ondon.
After its recent return from
England. Ten Ten should be reads
to conquer America soon.
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Chimpanzees make
’Project X’ bearable
y Deborah J. Kaplan
The movie could have been
called "Bourn Meets the Air Force."
Or "War Games Meets Bonzo and the
Air Force."
The movie’s proper name is
"Project X ’’ This would have been a

Cinema

Matthew Broderick and Ilelen Hunt star in "Project X," a movie
from the creators of "WarGames." The "Twentieth Century Fox
production is currently showing at Bay Area theaters.

Fox’s performance
film’s success key
By Judith Faught
Michael J. Fox is successful in
his lastest comedy venture. "The Secret of My Success."
Fox plays a recent college graduate named Brantley Foster. Foster
decides he will need to leave his

Cinema
homestatc of Kansas if he ever hopes
to become a wealthy and succecssful
businessman. He sets his sights on the
towering skyscrapers of New York.
So with a roundtrip ticket (at his
parent’s insistence, just in case things
don’t work out) and a distant uncle’s
phone number (at his parent’s insistence, just in case he needs a little bit
of help), he sets off to start his career.
As Foster soon discovers a college degree doesn’t reserve a job, especially in the Big Apple. He starts to
eye his return airline ticket when he
decides to pay his uncle a visit.
His uncle, played by Richard
Jordan, just happens to be Howard
Prescott, the unscrupulous chief executive of the highly successful Prembroke corporation. Prescott intially refuses to give him a job. Hut after
Foster delivers a rousing speech, he
finally relents and gives his dear
the company’s
nephew a job in
mailroom.
Although unhappy with his new
position. Foster tells himself that everyone must start at the bottom. He is
taught the most impon.:nt rule of the
mailroom is that the clerks do not frat-

the well ’,min with "the suits"
dressed executives.
While niaking his usual inter-office mail rounds. Foster discovers an
empty office whidi he decides to
claim as his own. So begins his double life as a mailroom clerk and a Prembrokc executive.
To complicate matters further.
Foster finds himself falling for a beautiful female suit." played by Helen
Slater. Meanwhile, Uncle Howard’s
wife, has the hots for Foster.
Thc secret of the success of the
movie is Fox. who is an absolute delight. His natural charm and boyish
lixrk of innocence is perfect for the
role and quickly wins over the audience.
Christine Willis, Fox’s character’s love interest, does not add anything to the movie but a pretty face
and a funny scene of musical bedrooms toward the end of the film.
Slater’s performance in the role did
not add anything to film. either.
Margaret Whitton is wonderful
as the lusty Vera Prescott. who constantly chases and tries to seduce her
poor nephew since she is ignored by
her cheating husband.
Predictably. all of Foster’s problems are happily resolved at the end of
the movie. Though the movie is unrealistic. it is enjoyable and will leave
the viewer with a smile on his face.
It’s too bad all of us can’t have this
much fun getting our first jobs.
’’The Secret of My Success" is
currently playing in theaters throughout the Bay Area.

good title if there was some mystery
in the movie.
It’s about a monkey that is captured in the jungles Of Africa and
taken to the United States. He learns
sign language at the University of
Wisconsin’s psychology department.
and then he is sent to an Air Force
base.
At the base. the monkey, now
named Virgil, along with 10 other various species of primates, are being
used as guinea pigs for a flight simulator that gets exposed to . . well,
let’s just say a secret military program.
The film, released nationwide by
Twentieth Century Fox, is more like a
"Remake of War Games." But since
they couldn’t get Ally Sheedy to play
opposite Matthew Broderick again,
they had to get a chimpanzee. To be
honest, the chimp in "Project X was
more entertaining than Sheedy could
ever have been in War Games."
The rest of the plot is completely

unrealistic, and to pull it off convincingly. director Jonathon Kaplan toes
to suspend the viewers’ belief. He
fails to do that.
The film was produced by the
same people who did "War Games,"
1.awrence Lasker and Walter Parks,
and it has the same rebel -like feel to
it. It worked in "War Games" because national security was at stake. _
In "Project X." the only think at
stake is the ethics of mankind and his
emotional attachment to the closest
primate to man - the chimpanzee.
The chimps arc the best part of
the movie. They are fun to watch and
Willie. the chimp that plays Virgil. is
adorable.
Another aspect of the movie
good enough to mention is the music.
The movie opened with Peter Gabriel’s "Shock the Monkey." an appropos title.
The music composer. James
Horner. has many film credits to his
name. including "Star Trek II,"
"Star Trek III." "Cocoon" and
"Aliens." The music is compelling.
The suspensful scenes came across
better with the music.
Broderick is a good actor. He has
proved his ability and his box office
popularity with the hits "War
Games and "Ferris Fitieller’s Day
Off."

Matthew Broderick
couldn’t make the
movie entertaining. The
only characters that
keep audiences in their
seats are played by the
chimpanzees.
However. Broderick takes a departure from his "good boy" image in
this film. He smokes cigarettes, and
watching Broderick smoke a cigarette
in character is like watching Richic
Cunningham drop acid.
It seems the producers thought it
was time to shed Brixlericks "Momma’s boy’’ image and make him grow
up.
However, the boyish charms
Broderick possesses, the ones he protrayed so well in "Ferris Bucher’s
Day Off. couldn’t make the movie
entertaining.
The only characters that keep audiences in their scats are played by the
chimpanzees. To watch Willie "act"
is a treat. The chimps carry the whole
thing. but they have a history of showing up the headline performer.
I arcik what happened to Bonzo.

Fine ballet performances
make ’Swan Lake’ glorious
Fly Diane M. Bejurano
The performance of San Jose
Cleveland Ballet’s "Swan Lake"
is, a glorious trip through a time of
fantasy and enchantment.
Accompanied by the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra, the ensemble triumphed in its effort to make

Dance
magic at the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts on April 9.
The well-known fairy talc
was given fresh treatment by Choreographer Dennis Nahat.
First, some characters were
given real human traits like being
drunk or conceited. Secondly, the
dancers were allowed more modern dance steps while still making
use of the classic en pointe choreography.
The talc begins with the evil
Baron Von Rothbart (played by
Carlton Gillenwater) capturing
four maidens and turning them into
cygnets. or young swans.
He has already transformed
princess Odilc (Cynthia Graham)
into queen of the swans and hexed
her with the fate to marry no other
man.
Graham played a dual role as
dile in white and the evil twin
Odette in black.
Fantasy exuded from the
elaborate and finely detailed cos-

tumes of scarlet, gold. royal purple
and blue designed by David Gutheric. coupled with the special effects produced by Russell Wulff.
Thc smiles from the maidens vying
for Prince Siegfried’s (Oliver
Munoz) hand in marriage added to
the magic on stage.
But Prince Siegfried was distracted and smitten with the swan
queen.
The difficult and fast -paced
party celebration dances, performed by the visiting princesses
from Spain. Hungry. Italy and
Russia. were pulled off effortlessly
and seemingly without any fierce
concentration.
Their exuberance ended nicely to the joyous celebration of
the prince’s birthday and was an
exciting highlight of the show.
However, not all was perfect
in the kingdom. The backdrop of
the kingdom needed more artistic
expression, and the flags and scenery were too stiff.
When dile and the prince
express their love for each other
and danced the "Pas de Deux,"
the presence of the other dancers
were intrusive.
The first act was also slow
moving.
Technically.
the
moving
drawbridge and the castle were exceptional for providing depth to
the flat sound stage. The gloomy
man-made smoke on Swan !Ake

transformed the: cavernous stage
into a foggy moor.
Graham’s arms were the
wings of a tragically trapped
frightened swan_ She resisted the
villain and fluttered away en
pointc, her spangled costume
shimmering in the light.
Even when at rest, her hands
fluttered nervously. Graham’s lingering balance en pointc left the
audience gasping and applauding
She also performed perfect traveling pirouettes.
As Odette the seductress, she
danced so heartily and passiona
tcly that it was hard to believe the
prince was fooled by her likeness
Munoz portrayed the prince
with strength and gentle desire fin
his swan queen. His leaps were
suspended and his lifts graceful.
The court jester (Jeffrey
Hughes) had the dificult task of
providing a boozed comic relief
while maintaining a thoroughls
gymnastic performance.
Gillenwater, the villian, was
flamboyant and stole the show in
his psychedelic orange and ma
genta cape and long red hair
livery move he made was with
grandeur and forceful class. The
audience showered him with appreciative clapping.
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Classy San Jose Cafe
serves with elegance
Hy Hans Ingebretsen
The San Jose Cafe, on First
Street near Taylor. presents an atmosphere of casual elegance and a view
that gives diners a feeling of floating
above the hubbub of the city below.
’the restaurant sit,, on top of a
building full of banks and offices.
seven stones above the hustle of the

Dining
street. The slogan printed on its menu
is "a cafe above the rest."
Truth is, the slogan hits close to
home. The food is fresh and well -prepared. Dinners range in price from
$1 2.95 to $16.95. Pasta sells for
$8.95, salads are between $3.95 and
$7.95. and a selection of sandwiches
is offered for $5.95 to $8.50. Patrons
pay for the view. but they also pay for
truly delicious meals.
Dinners are served with a vegetable and either potato or rice. The steak
is dry -aged to bring out a rich beef flavor.
While them is no chicken on the
regular menu, those with a taste for
fowl can order grilled quail or poussin, which comes stuffed with sausage
and mushrooms. Dinner specials
sometimes include a chicken breast
dish covered with prawns and a mushroom sauce. This dish is defenitely a

tantalizing treat to the tastehuds.
Fish is served according to what
is fresh. The management seems to
have taken pains to ensure that the fish
served is "just off the boat. The
blackened fish ranks among the best
in the Ray Area. with a spicy bite that
should please those who love Cajun
cooking.
For a real glutton’s delight, order
the "Cafe Burger," a half-pounder
that is served on a large onion bun.
With
lettuce
tomato, avocado,
bacon -smoked mozzarella, and sauteed onions. it is the most indulgent
order on the menu. Keep a couple of
napkins handy.
rive types ot pasta are served
dail . while a variet ,i1 pasta specials
are also included. The menu gives a
choice of Cajun -spiced fettuccine,
fresh tomato lettuce iii linguini and
smoked petit poulet, linguini and baby
clams, and tomato spinach and egg
tortellini.
A new addition to the fare served
at the San Jose Cafe is pizza. ’16e
owner. Joe Afittl77i, says it is particularly popular with the late afternoon
crowd that comes in after the noon hour lunch patrons have gone.
This is not your average pizza.
Choices even include a braised duck
pizza. Al the end of the list of available pizza ingredients, the menu
states. "If you can think of anything

we might base missed, please let us
know. If we have it. and you want it,
we will put it on."
Coffee drinks arc a specialty
here. Try the Espresso Samhuca or the
Cappuccino Italian, with Frangelico
and steamed milk, or maybe Dutch
Cappuccino
with
Vandemiint.
steamed milk and chocolate shavings.
Especially delicious is the Cappuccino
Almond with Amaretto. steamed milk
and chocolate shavings.
The clientele at the San Jose (’ate
is largel Nodules. people and protes
sionals, and many of the members 01
city government eat here, since it is so
close to City Hall. To draw more of
the college crowd. however, Antuzzi
said he is planning to offer drink specials at the bar.
The decor is one of understated
Edward Ledesma Daily staff photographer
elegance. Shining brass rails sot iitt
part of the dining area, and the ,olor :Shane Ityken, a :USTI recreation administration major, enjoys
scheme of rich red, dark, gloss blue
his lunch at San Jose Cafe, where he is also a waiter.
and camel tan combines is ith the
black, high-back booths and white taIiiso’s past bring a feeling of tradition room for large groups, and provides
blecloths to produce a cultured envi- (0 the restaurant.
both tables and booths for seating.
ronment ---- discriminating
without
The bar urea is accented by a Service is prompt and friendly, with a
being snobbish.
large gray minor that reflects the view classy congeniality.
Photographs of old San Jose line of the city below. At night the sight of
the walls, airbrushed to add color to lights blinking in the valley below is
Only two years old, this restauscenes of the the city in its younger beautiful. Since the closing of Sebas- rant is a part of the new. revitalized
days. Pictures of the old Lyric The- tian’s atop the Pruncyard Tower, this San Jose. It has gourmet food and a
ater, Lawrence’s Outside Inn . the
is the only restaurant left in the area upscale ambiance that make it one of
world’s longest bar, a bike shop, a gas with such a view.
the finest dining experiences available
station, and other mementos of San
The San Jose Cafe has a banquet in Sari IOW

Weekly Schedule of Events

South San Jose’s
Most Happening Club
Only Dance
Club With

Satellite sports
Plays free bingo
Full dance floor
Plus quiet lounge
with 2nd dance floor

BINGO Eyery lbes. & Thum 7-10pm
FREE with Great Prizes & Fun!
Come & you might get lucky

Privately owned A managed for friendly.
more personal service

226-5424

at the

Sun

Village Retreat
7028 Santa Teresa, San Jose
(at Fiernal-4 blocks So of 1011

PROFESSIONAL COMEDY
Every Sat. Nite 8-10pm
No cover charge for Diners, come
early and eat with the
comedians!
No Amateurs, only Pros.
Regular Cover-$3"

Dixieland Jazz 4-8pm
Kings
Rhythm
California
Jam SessionMusicians Welcome
Giant Village Burger
(1/2 Ib)only S2"

Tues

Free Bingo

Wed

NEW! Classy Fashion Auction
5:30-7:30pm
Pick up Classy Clothes for Bargain
Prices!

Thurs Our Popular Free Bingo
Fri

TGIF., DJ Dance Music

Sat

Prot Comedy Show 8-10pm.
Dance Contest

12- 1 AM

APRIL 25th
WARREN THOMAS
Rapid fire Warren is a KITS
Alex Bennet favorite! High
energy! With Larry Brown &
Emcee
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